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INTRODUCTION

Our world is full of devices that help us to communicate with one another

at an ever increasing rate of information transfer (e.g., telephone, radio,

television, communications satellites). Although we all use these devices,

not many people understand how they work. Moreover, most people do not believe

tiley could understand the basics of how these devices work. In the schools

today, children are taught basic scientific theories. How these theories apply

to technological devices is, however, seldom taught.

The communications technology course described here is designed to provide

a learning experience whereby parents and their children can learn about and

build electronic communication devices together. The activities in the course

are designed to achieve the following goals:

1. To promote positive attitudes in both parents and their
children toward science and technology.

2. To take the mystery out of some of the electronic devices
used in communication systems.

3. To strengthen family relationships through a shared pacent/
child learning experience.

To attain these goals, the sessions of this course have four components

described below.

1. A series of'experiments and demonstrations designed to explicate

the principles of how four communication devices work, the

telegraph, the telephone, AM radio, and audio amplifiers:

During the five weeks of this course, participants experiment with

series and parallel circuits using flashlight batteries and

bulbs, use iron filings to map the magnetic field around

permanent magnets and electromagnets, do the Oersted experiment,

build a sample galvanometer and discover Faraday's law of

10
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electromagnetic induction, experiment with diodes and transistors,

and use an oscilloscope to observe wave patterns and measure frequencies.

Following each experiment, demonstrations and discussions help t.he

participants to understand how thetelegraph, telephone, radio, and

audio amplifier work.

Actual building of working models of some communications devices.

Using simple materials, a screwdriver, and a hammer, participants

build the following devices:

a) Two telegraph stations, each with a key and switch.

Participants connect the two stations and practice sending Morse

code messages between stations.

b) Two loose-contact carbon microphones.

Participants connect the microphones to earphones and a battery for

a two-way telephone system. They also connect a microphone to

an oscilloscope to observe their voice patterns, determine the

audio resppnse of the microphone, and measure an audio frequency.

c) A crystal radio receiver.

Participants connect their receiver to an oscilloscope to observe

amplitude modulated and rectified wave patterns and to measure a

radio frequency.

d) An audio amplifier.

Participants connect the amplifier to their crystal radio receiver

and a speaker.

Troubleshooting the devices.

Most devices do not work the first time they are tested after they

are bui.lt. Troubleshooting involves a systematic approach to checking

and/or adjusting each component in turn to make the device work. In

this course, some hints for troubleshooting are given in the direction

Li
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sheets for building each device. The instructor also models trouble

shooting approaches as s/he circulates around the class to help

participants. Instead of "fixing" the device for the participants,

the instructor suggests procedures for the participants to follow.

4. Home activities.

Each week families are given an activity to complete together at

home. Some of these activities involve building a second device,

such as a telegraph or microphone,and connecting the two devices.

Other activities involve further testing of a device built in class.

Teaching Parents and their Children

Teaching parents and their children about communications technology is

exciting because both groups are motivated to learn about and build communica

tion devices. In most families, the knowledge level of the parents and their

children is about the same for the content of this course, although the level

varies widely from fetidly to family; a few parents are well versed

in electronics, while occasionally a child exhibits superior knowledge.

During the experiments and discussions, the parents generally ask more

questions and exhibit a greater need to know why or how something works. The

children, on the other hand, tend to be more absorbed in the actual performance

of the experiment or in the building of a working communications device. Many

children begin to see their parents as educational equals and can share

their knowledge with their parents in a new and different way.

Facilities

If possible, choose a classroom with several electrical outlets and a TV

antenna connector. In sessions 4 and 5 you will need to have an antenna wire

(and possibly a groundwire) strung across the room in such manner that all

families can reach the antenna simultaneously (see page 56 ). A TV antenna is

12
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the most convenient antenna. Otherwiue, you will need to string an antenna

out a window or bring an antenna wire down to the classroom from the roof.

Be careful that the wire antenna does not get close to any electric power lines,

boxes, or outlets.

Activities in this course require working space for each family. Large

tables that comfortably seat 4 or 5 people (or two smaller tables pushed

together) work very well. You will also need a centrally located table for

demonstrations, an overhead projectorand screen and a chalkboard or newsprint

easel and pad.

Materials

Although a materials list is included for each set;sion, the total materials

list is given below for convenience in ordering materia. The first list

includesmaterials for classroom experiments and demonstrations. Most of these

materials can be used agaih in subsequent classes or in different courses you

teach. The second list is for materials the participants use to make the tele

graphs, microphones, radio, and audio amplifier. The participants keep these

materials, so they need to be reordered for each course taught.

In the lists below, the single asterisk (*) indicates materials that could

be difficult to obtain, so they should be ordered well in advance of the course.

The double asterisk (**) indicates readily available materials participants can

bring to class. To insure that participants bring the necessary materials on

the correct days, a single materials shaEt can be prepared which lists the

materials needed for each session of the entire course. In addition to the

considerable reduction ih cost that can result from this procedures, partici

pants tend to value the class experiences more since they have invested some of

their own time in preparation.
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General Classroom Use

For each family:

* 30' #24 insulated solid wire

* 13' #28 insulated solid wire

3 1.5V flashlight batteries (D cells)

* 3 battery holders

3 3V flashlight bulbs

3 bulb sockets

* 2 knife switches

1 magnifying glass

** 4 assorted magnets (at least one 2" cylindrical or bar magnet)

* 1 horseshoe magnet (strong)

1 magnetic compass

1 jar iron filings

1 7-1/4" x 9-1/2" piece of poster board

1 small ball of clay

20 steel pins

* 1 3" aluminum nail

* 1 3" brass nail

1 3" steel nail

1 ruler

1 single edge razor blade (or exacto knife)

2 8-1/2" x 11" unlined white paper

1 #2N1305 PNP Germanium transistor (optional)

1 #1N34A diode

xi 14



* 10 Fahnestock spring clips

1 small box matches

1 birthday candle

** assorted metal, wood and plastic chips

For the class:

1 slinky

2 demonstration magnets

* 3 to 6 wire strippers (optional)

2 cans spray glue

110' #24 insulated solid wire

2 rolls masking tape

2 rolls scotch tape

** tools (screwdriver, knife, needle-nose pliers, soldering iron, hammer)

Materials That Participants Keep

For Each Family:

1 3-ring binder (for written materials)

40" 1" x 6" pine board

14" 1" x 2" furring board

* 90' #24 insulated solid wire

* 136' #28 insulated solid wire

2 alligator clips (more if use for earphone connections)

** 2 3" steel nails

** 1/3 paper straw (3/16"in diameter)

4 corks (size 4)

13 1-1/2" nails

* 29 large Fahnest6ck spring clips

37 5/8" #6 round head wood screws

xii
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4 carpet tacks

** 2 small cardboard boxes (6" x 6" x 2") .

2 2" lengths #2 pencil lead

4 1/2" carbon electrodes (from #6 dry cell)

14" 5/8" wooden dowel (optional)

4 #6 stove bolts (1")

8 #6 nuts

4 washers

** 1 small square sandpaper (fine)

** 2 earphones (portable radio)

2 brass paper fasteners

* 1 8C/speaker (2 1/2 or 3")

1 6V battery

2 #IN34A

1 8-pin IC ,ocket

* 1 LM386 Audio Amp. (IC) (or substitute)

1 220FF 16 V electrolytic capacitor (axial)

2 101.4F 25 V electrolytic capacitor (axial)

1 0.11.AF 50 V PC capacitor (mylar)

1 0.221JF 50 V PC capacitor (mylar)

1 10c1. 1/4W resistor

1 100.a1/4W resistor

1 10K audio tape resistor pot

* 3 lengths of steel banding

6 ziplock bags (optional)
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Cost

The cost of the materials depends on where you buy the materials and the

amount of materials you already have. If you have to buy everything (e.g.,

classroom materials and takehome materials), the cost for the first class

for twelve families will range from $530 to $800 (or $44 to $67 for each family).

If you have all the materials and only need to buy replacement and takehome

materials, the cost for a class of twelve families will range from $350 to $415

(or $30 to $35 for each family).

Ordering

The materials should be ordered well in advance of the course. Most of

the materials can be ordered from electronic supply stores (e.g., Radio Shack),

office supply stores, hardware stores, lumber stores, and scientific supply

houses. The cost is greatly reduced, however, if as many materials as possible

are ordered from surplus stores. In trial classes, we bought earphones, 8 d1.,

speakers, wire, magnets, Fahnestock spring clips, razor blades, flashlight

batteries and bulbs, washers, nuts, screws, and nails from surplus stores.

Battery holders, bulb sockets, Fahnestock spring clips, plastic magnifying

glasses and small magnetic compasses can be bought from:

Delta Education, Inc.
P.O. Box M
Nashua, N.H. 03061
603-884-8899

Ask for their Elementary Science Study (ESS) and Science Curriculum Improvement

Study (SCIS) general education catalogs.

The electronic components for the amplifier can all be ordered from

Radio Shack. Since each store only carries a limited stock, you may have to

order the components from several different stores. Order extra IN34A diodes

and LM385 IC amplifiers --a few will not work.

xiv
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Advance Preparation

Before each class session, you will need to reproduce the experiment

and home activity sheets and pvepare the transparencies. The experiment sheets

include a list of materials and directions for performing the experiments. Since

the participants have different backgrounds and experience with many of the

concepts taught in class, we found it advantageous in trial classes to let

participants proceed at their own rate through many of the experiments.

Materials can be placed in boxes on a table or counter along with the labeled

experiment sheets. When a family finishes one activity, they can pick up the

next experiment sheet and the needed materials.

In trial classes, we found that some parents wanted to have additional

reading which reviewed the concepts taught in class and outlined the history

of the invention of the telegraph and telephone. Four booklets are available.

They are: "Circuits - Some Simple Definitions," "Electromagnetism and the

Invention of the Telegraph," "Electromagnetic Induction and the First Telephone,"

and "How does a Radio Work?". You may want to reproduce a few of these booklets

for interested parents to borrow. We also found it helpful to make available

a collection of suitable references for use during class or on a take-home basis.

To build the telegraph stations, microphones, radio, and amplifier, each

family will need a large number of small components (screws, corks, nails,

Fahnestock clips, etc.). Passing out all the materials can be both time

consuming and confusing. In trial classes we discovered that much time was saved

and confusion avoided when all the materials (except wood bases) were put in

ziplock bags before class. For the telegraph and microphones, two bags were

prepared, one for use in class, and one for the hone activity: An alternative

is to place the materials in labeled trays or boxes and have participants get

what they need and then return materials to the trays when they are done.
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In addition, for each class session raw materials (wood, wire, steel banding,

etc.) need to be cut and prepared. Specific directions are included in the

advance preparation section of each chapter. Before you teach the course, read

through each of these sections to get some idea of the time you will need to

prepare materials for each class. You may want to try the experiments and

actually build the devices prior to each session.

If you have an assistant, you may wish to have all the wood and all the

wire cut and prepared at the same time, all the soldering done at the same t4me,

etc. The lists below indicate the lengths or sizes that need to be cut and the

page numbers for specific directions.

(1) 1" x 6" pine boards (for each family)

1 9" length (radir base, page 55)

1 8" length (amplifier base, page 73)

3 6" lengths (telegraph and speaker bases, pages 19 and 71)

1 5" length (speaker holder, page 71)

(2) 1" x 2" furring boards (for each family)

2 3" lengths (telegraph clapper, page 19)

2 4" lengths (telegraph clapper, page 19)

(3) 5/8" wooden dowel (for each family)

2 7" lengths (microphone, page 32)

(4) Steel banding (for each family)

2 4" lengths (telegraph keys, page 19)

2 4-1/2" lengths (telegraph switches, page 19)

2 3-3/4" lengths (telegraph clapper, page 19)

19
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(5) #24 insulated solid wire

For each family (take-home):

1 50' length (telegraph, page 18)

2 15' lengths (radio, page 55)

2 18 lengths (speaker, page 71)

3 10" lengths (amplifier, page 73)

7 1-1/2" lengths (amplifiers, page 73)

For each family (in-class experiments)

15 12" lengths (hook-up wire, page 2)

1 15' length (gavanometer, page 41)

For demonstrations

2 50' lengths (page 32)

2 5' lengths (page 32)

(6) #28 insulated solid wire

For each family (take-home)

1 110' length (radio, page 55)

2 13' lengths (electromagnets, page 18)

For each family (in-class experiments)

1 13' length (induction, page 30)

NOTE: The wire for in-class experiments and demonstrations can be used in

subsequent classes.

(7) Soldering (for each family)

2 earphones (page 32)

1 8-pin IC socket (page 73)

1 resistor pot (page 73)

1 speaker (page 69)

2U
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(8) Pencillead rods and carbon electrodes (for each family)

2 1-3/4" lengths #2 pencil lead (page 31)

4 1/2" thick electrodes (Page 32 : requires a band saw and drill)

21
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SESSION ONE: INVESTIGATING CIRCUITS

OVERVIEW

Participants are introduced to the different ways that humans have

communicated over time and space. Since many communication devices

use electricity, the participants investigate electrical circuits

using flashlight batteries and bulbs. They are first given only one

wire, one battery, and one bulb. With these, they are asked to find and

diagram four different ways to light the bulb. They are then given

battery holders and bulb sockets to investigate short circuits, series

circuits, and parallel circuits. They are introduced to the concept

of resistance. Finally, the participants build light telegraphs and

practice sending Morse code messages.

MATERIALS

For each family:

3 flashlight batteries (l.5V)

3 battery holders

3 flashlight bulbs

3 bulb sockets

10 hookup wires

2 switches

1 magnifying glass

1 sheet newsprint (optional)

1 felt pen (optional)

For the class:

masking tape (optional)

wire strippers (optional)

set of handouts and home activity

ADVANCE-PREPARATION

If your classroom lacks a chalkboard, you may wish to supply
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newsprint for yout own use as well as for the participa.nts. Hook-up

wire must be cut and the insulation stripped from the ends unless each

family or group of families is supplied with wire strippers. In trial

classes, participants enjoyed gaining the new skill of wire stripping.

You may want to provide name tags for the first few sessions.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Getting started (15 minutes)

One way of "breaking the ice" is to have the children introduce

their parents and the parents introduce their children. After introducing'

yourself, give a brief overview of the course, showing participants the

devices that they will be building over the next five weeks. You may

want to give each family a 3 ring binder to organize the written

materials they will be given throughout the course.

Discussion of communication (15 mintues)

Objective: Participants will be able to list several ways humans have
communicated with each other throughout history.

Explain the participants that the devices they will be investi-

gating and building are all communication devices; ways of sending

messages from a sender to a receiver. Ask the participants, "What are

all the ways you can think of that humans have used to communicate

throughout history?" Make a list of their responses on the chalkboard

or on newsprint paper. In trial classes we received the following

responses:

voiee tape recordings fire watches
music body signals semaphore
touch smoke signals light signals
fog horns mail carrier pigeons
drums satellite bells
radio drawings (pictures) telephone
TV telegraph phonograph
film (movies pony express writing

23
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The above activity also works well in a brainstorming format. To

do this, divide the participants into small groups. Pose the question,

"What are all the ways you can think of that humans have used to communi

cate throughout history?" Explain that the object of brainstorming is

to list as many answers to the question as possible in 5 minutes. Any

and all answers given are recorded and no attempt should be made to

judge the worth of the answers during the brainstorming. Also, indicate

that there should be no interaction between the groups. When the brain

storming is completed, compile a list of the responses on the chalkboard.

Explain that there are two ways we can think about communication

or the sending of messages. We can communicate over space or over a

distance, and we can communicate over time. Ask the participants,

"Which of these listed ways of communicating let us send messages

over time?" This question usually leads to an interesting discussion of

cave drawings and the development of writing, the printing press, film,

tape recorders, and phonographs. You may wish to point out that we

can send time messages only in one direction. That is, we can only

communicate with people in the future; we cannot communicate with

people in the past.

Explain that many of the forms of communication over time, like

writing and the printing press, also allow us to communicate over large

distances (carrier pigeons, pony express, mail, etc.). In the past, the

rate of information transfer was slow, usually a matter of days or weeks.

Ask the participants, "In which of these listed ways of communicating

over a distance must the sender and receiver be within sight or sound

of each other?" Throughout history, humans have attempted to invent

communication devices that will send messages over longer and longer

distancesin shorter and shorter times.
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Ask the participants, "Which was the first device invented which

allowed humans to communicate over a long distance in a short time?" Ask,

"Which of these listed ways of communicating over space and time involve

the use of electricity?" Explain that since they will be building

communication devices that involve the use of electricity, they will

begin by investigating electric circuits using flashliOt batteries

and bulbs.

Introducing circuits (110 minutes)

Objective: Given a flashlight battery, one bulb, and one wire, parti-A-
pants will be able to find and diagram four ways to light
the bulb.

Show the participants a battery, a wire, and a bulb. Explain that

their first task is to find at least four different ways to light the

bulb using only one wire and the battery. They can diagram the

different ways to light the bulb on the chalkboard or on newsprint

paper. If you use newsprint, have the families write their names on

the completed diagrams and tape the newsprint to the walls. In trial

classes we emphasized that if one member of the family already knew how

to light the bulb, then s/he was to try to help the other member(s)

of the family without showing them how to light the bulb.

As you circulate around the class, encourage families to discuss

how the ways to light the bulb are the same. What parts of the battery

must be touched by either the wire or the bulb? What parts of the bulb

must be touched? Some families can only find the two ways to light the bulb

shown below. Ask them to name the parts of the bulb that must be touching

something (either the wire or the battery) for the bulb to light (the



metal side and the metal tip). Then ask them what would happen if they

turned the bulb around so the metal side touched the battery instead of

the wire. What part of the bulb must the wire now touch? Usually

families find the other two ways to light the bulb shown below.

Some families will take up to 20 minutes to find and diagrai .

four ways to light the bulb; other families will complete this activity

within five minutes. When a few families have completed this activity,

announce to the class that there are several more experiments with

batteries and bulbs that they can try. Indicate where the experiment

sheets and materials are located. It is important to emphasize that

there isno need to rush through the experiments. If they do not complete

all of the activities in class, then they can take the materials and

finish the activities at home.

Experiment #1: Some Predictions

Objective: Given a prediction sheet, participants will be able to
predict in which circuits the bulb will light.

Encourage participants to speculate about why a bulb will light or

will not light as they make their predictions.
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Wellalat battery. battery holder. 3 battery clips, bulb,
socket, 2 wises, agolTYlng Sloss.

1. Make circuit with battery, battery holder and
battery clips, bulb, and pocket. Draw the mires.

2. Look st a bulb through magnifying glass. Mow many
big w do you awe?

Light the bulb and look st the bulb with magnifying

globs. The small wire that lights is called the filament.

3. Suppose thou for the bulb to light. an "eleCtricel
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Experiment #2: Examining the Bulb

Objective: Given a..attery, bulb, wire, magnifying glass, and prediction
sheet, participants will be able to predict where the two
wires from the filament are connected in a bulb.

If possibl , have one bulb opened so participants

two support wires for the filament are connected. Ask

speculate as 'to the purpose of each part of the bulb:

can see where the

participants to

the glass case,

the gLdss bead, and the black ring between the metal side and the tip

of the llb. What would happen if these parts were not present or were

made.of a differei.c materials?
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04121.1111. 2 b 2 holders. 4 battery
clips bulb. sOCket. several wires.

ri"d !IID::: :igryou ::tb w.ith tr2

For each circuit you discover. determine bow the
brightness of the bulb *amperes with the bulb in
single-0 ttttt y circuit. le the bulb brighter. dimmer.
or the Same brightness?

Session 1

E/Ea.1=1J,I.

Two Bulbs

aullial= b ttttt y. o ttttt y holder. 2 b ttttt y
2 bulbs. 2 sockets. several wires.

rind all the way. you can to light two bulbs with onettttt y. Cra. diegrara Of Your cl[cultrSelow.

For each circuit you discover. consider the following
q anal

III Do the two oulDealouwith,the "WO htightnala?
Mow does tha t t ttt 0 each bulb cowdere with
the bulp in a single-bulb circuit? Are the bulbs
brighter. arrow. or the eeth brightness?

12) What happen, th the brightness of the flit% bulb
If you read, the second Dull) from Its socket?
Doss the first OWlb glow bilghtwc. dimmer . with
the same brightnss. or gm out?

'Experiment #3:. Two Batteries and Experiment #4: Two Bulbs

Objective: Given batteries, bulbs, and wires, participants will be able
to find and diagram
(a) two ways to l:ight one bulb with two batteries, and
(b) two ways to light two bulbs with one battery.

Invite families to speculate about what causes the brightness of the

bulbs to be different in series and parallel circuits. Some families

may need help finding either the series or the parallel circuits. Other

families draw four or five circuits which they consider to be difterent.

To help families recognize equivalent circuits, encourage them to compare

the brightness of the bulb(s) in each circuit. For each circuit have

them trace with a finger or pen the path of the electrical current from

one side of the battery to the opposite side. You may wish to give
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individual families the sheet explaining circuit diagram symbols. Have

the families redraw their .diagrams using these symbols. It is often

easier to recognize equivalent circuits when they are drawn using these

symbols.

Experiment #5: How Bright Are The Bulbs?

Objective: Given a prediction sheet
with series, parallel,
and short circuits,
participants will be able
to predict the brightness
of each 7-w;1b in the
ciruit f,,ttry bright,
bright, dim or out).

Some families will not do

predictions before connecting the

circuits. Encourage predictions,

inviting families to speculate is

to why the bulb might be bright, dim,

very bright or out. Have families

trace with a pen the path of the

current in each circuit before

they connect the circuit.

Experiment IS

2 2
2 bulbs. 2 socimtx,

Session I

holdets, 4 batt4ry clip.,
1 mires.

Predict th brightness of each light
bulb in th circuits

below. Then build the circuits snd opaaaaa the brightness

of each bulb. brit. very bright. bright, dim. or out I=

each prediction and for ach obaaaaaaa on.

4.

cED

PrOdictiOnt

Obse aaaaa on:

Prediction:

CO aaaaaaa On:

PrWictiM:

Observetion:

Prediction:
Mae aaaaa on:



geperiment IV. continued

S.

6.

7.

::-:)2111ri!Dmissing

a.

v.

bulb Waging

Prediction:

Obse aaaaa on:

Prediction: bulb I

bulb 2

bulb 1

bulb 2

Prediction:

Prediction: bulb 1

bulb 2

bulb 1

bulb 2

Prediction:

Session 1

CIRCUIT STMDOLS

d of drawing picture. of the actual
wire, end bulhe which make up the circuits, most poopls
who work with electricity ume symbols for these .

These sre the symbols that ore widely known and used:

b ttttt y (bulb

wirea croased but not joined

Use these ry.kols to diagram the circuits you have made.

wirs
joined

ttttt on I

OPMMALCBALLCNCU

1. Apartnent Coupe

An spartmmnt house has them apartments. Lech hss
light and s switch, pl that ea4h apartmant's lipht

can be controlled by its occupant.
who lives in the basement, haS Meter switch. he
can turn off the baster switch et 11 o'clock st night,
so that no apartment occupant can switch on his light.
ven if he ttttt to.

Design s circuit to do this.

2. pocket Launching

Tbe President of Tranaylvanis hss roCket aimed
at the capital of Pula ttttt . Me can launch the rocket
with switch in his office. ln Case an emergency
arises when he is not at work, he MIS given Permission
for his Minister of Defense snd his Army Commender.ln.
Chief to launch to roCket. The President does not trust
either ths Mm t Defense or the Army Commander-in-
Chief to act elone. Me has given them switches to
that the rocket will be fires only if both agree to
mock their switches together.

Design a switch circuit eo that either the President Of
h is tWO 011bOrd tttttt tOguther Con launch the rocket.

Optional activity:

You may have one or two families

that have so much background in or

experience with circuits that the

experiments are not challenging for

them. Sometimes these families

will explore complex circuits on

their own. If they appear bored or

restless, you can introduce the

optional challenges. They will

need four switches to solve the

challenges.
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1. a%M Jou..

Ca/et .....
Haste/
Switch

2. lioelnt Lawiehlng

Pronldent

..... on 1

Msart.nnt 1

Apartownt

hpartwont 3

/11n1stor Commands/-
of In-
Do1enn. Chle1

Rocket

Discussion (10-15 minutes)

Objective: Participants will be able to draw the path of the current
in a one-bulb, short, and series circuit, and explain the
concept of resistance.

About 40 minutes before the end of class, have participants stop

their experiments and share their discoveries. You may wish to draw

a large diagram of a bulb and battery

on the chalkboard Or on newsprint

paper. Have one of the children

draw the wires inside the bulb.

Define a circuit as a complete path

of conductors from one side of the

battery to the other. Trace the

path of current flow in each of the four ways that light the bulb.

(Point out the direction of flow by convention from positive to negative.)

31
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Draw a second wire and ask, "What happens to the bulb when a

second path, a single wire, is added to the circuit?" Explain

that this called a "short circuit".

Since the bulb does not light, the

electrical current must be flowing

through the wire, and not through the

path with the filament. The wire gets

hot, indicating a large current flow.

If the wire is kept on the battery, the

battery would soon "drain". It would no longer supply any current.

Draw a series circuit, and trace the current flow. Ask, "How

does the brightness of each bulb compare with the brightness of one

bulb in a singlebulb circuit?"

The fact that the bulbs are

dimmer indicates that less current

is flowing through each bulb.

Explain that experiences with

short circuits and series circuits lead to the invention of the concept

of "resistance". In the short circuit, the path with the bulb has more

resistance than the path with no bulb, so most of the current flows

through the wire or the path with no bulb. A path with two bulbs

has more resistance than a path with one bulb, so there is less current

flowing through the path with bac resistances.

At this point you may want to introduce the water flow model of

electric current (See Appendix A). If, however, many participants have

not completed all the experiments, you may want to wait until the beginning

of the next session to introduce the water flow model.
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Experiment #6: The Light Telegraph (20 minutes)

Objective: Given two bulbs, two batteries, two switches, and wire, the
participants will be able to build two light telegraph
stations.

ark

Session 1

ja_eat

Mrsillilit 2 2 b bolder., 4 battery clips,
2 bulbs. 2 sockets, 2 eitches, several wires.

Add switch to your basic battery and bulb circuit. and
sake the bulb light. Drew the wires.

t5
When you can light the bulb with twitch. you have ade

telegraph ett

Use two switches, two be ttttt ef. and two bulbs to sake
two telegraph tations. Sow con you;book p tbe two ttttt
so Ghat you Cal send light signals between
your circuit below.

ons? Drew

A. for the Norse code. Practice making the letters with
the Mors code and sending messges.

Ue your Norse code to decode the nswer to this question,
wby do bir4s fly south In the winter?.

ttttt tat, nuts for your family members in Norse Code.

Show participants a

switch and explain that in the

next activity they will be

building a light telegraph

using the switch as a tele-

graph key. They will also

receive a copy of the Morse

code. A dot is a short tap

on the switch or key; a dash

is a tap about three times as

long. A pause should be left

between words that is about

three times longer than the

pause between .individual

letters.

Pass out experiment sheet #6, the Morse code*, and the switches.

Participants can pick up any addition materials they need. Some partici-

pants may need help connecting the two telegraph stations.

Home activities (5 minutes)

Objectives: 1. Given the Morse code and two light teIngraphs, the
participants will be able to send Morse code messages
to each other.

2. Given a prediction sheet, participants will be able to
predict the brightness of each bulb in a circuit after
a change is made in the circuit (e.g., adding another
bulb to the circuit, placing a wire around a bulb, etc.).

*This version of the M6rse code is used in radio communications (primarily
by amateur "ham" radio operators. Early telegraph operators connected
by wire used the American Morse code.
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In the last few minutes of class, explain the home activity. The

participants can take home the batteries, bulbs, switches, sockets, and

battery holders. They can complete at home any experiments that they

did not finish in class. They can also practice the Morse code at home

so they will be able to send messages with the electromagnetic tele

graphs that they will build the next week. They must return all the

equipment the following week. Remind the participants lo bring a

hammer and a screw driver the following week.

The international Morse code.

A dot is a short tap of the key A dash is about 3 times as long.
A N 1 M=01.111.11111

g ... 0 2 ............
C .== p ..... 3 MO

D Q ...... 4 .....m.
E R ...... 5

F ......... S 6 Imm.. O.

G ......... T .m 7 me mom 0 00

H u ..... 8 MN NM I=M

1

j ...... v
VV WM MOO

9
10

MO IM NM

K =. X Mmille WM Period
L Y .m .m Comma
NI 2 ...... Question mark
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Materials for Home Activity el

ror the home activity. tate homes

2 batteries

I bulb.

2 battery holders

battery holder clips

2 switches

I sockets

4 wires

Return tg sqalpssnt next welsh, In addition. Wag from tem:

I screw driver

1 hammer

Home Activity I

'Inge, predict what will happen to the brightness of each
hilts when the circuits below are changed as Indicated.
Then build the circuits and test your predictions. write
brighter, same brightness, dimmer, or out tor each prediction
and for ach observation.

1.

Pieta a 3rd identical bulk

Is series with bulb I 4 2

Prediction: bulb 1

bulb 2

Cbservations bulb 1

bulb 2

Predictions bulb 1

bulb 2

Observation: bulb 1

bulb 2

5.

H.

Pewees hole I

Prediction: bulb 2

bulb I

Observation: bulb 2

bulb 3

Ptidiction: bulb 1

bulb I

Observation: bulb 1

bulb 3

4.

Plat., etr between

2 butte and 2 battrie

Prediction: bulb 1

bulb 2

Observations bulb 1

bulb 2

Placa 3rd identical balk

parallel to bulk 2

Prediction: bulb 1

bulb 2

Observation: bulb 1

bulb 2



SESSION 2

ELECTROMAGNETISM AND THE TELEGRAPH

OVERVIEW

In Experiment #1, participants review their knowledge of magnetism

by investigating magnets and their effects on other magnets and on different

metals. They are introduced to the concept of magnetic lines of force by

using ironfilings to map the magnetic field around a cylindrical magnet.

The Oerstad experiment demonstrates the connection between current electricity

and magnetism; a magnetic field circles a currentcarrying wire. Participants

discover that the magnetic effect of a currentcarrying wire increases when the

wire is wrapped in a solenoid shape. When different cores (steel, aluminum,

brass) are placed inside the solenoid, participants conclude that only the steel

core increases the magnetic effect. They make a map of an electromagnet

(solenoid with a steel core) using iron filings and compare this map with

that of a permanent magnet. Finally, participants build a telegraph station

using their electromagnet.

MATERIALS

For each family:

Class activities:

1 tray or small box

several wood, plastic, and metal pieces

4 assorted magnets (at least one cylindrical magnet)

1 magnetic compass

2 1.5V batteries

2 battery holders

1 switch

1 magnet holder

1 small jar of iron filings

1 aluminum nail
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1 small container of steel pins

2 sheets of 81/2" x 11" white paper

Telegraph stations:

2 13' lengths of #28 insulated solid wire

50' of #24 insulated solid wire

2 3" steel nails

2 21/2" lengths of paper drinking straw (3/16" in diameter)

1 6V battery

2 wood bases (6" x 51/2" x 3/4")

2 wood pieces (4" x 11/2" x 3/4")

2 wood pieces (3" x 11/2" x 3/4")

8 large Fahnestock clips

10 11/2" nails

14 5/8" #6 round head wood screws

2 carpet tacPs

4 corks (#4)

2 4" lengths of steel band

2 41/2" lengths of steel band

2 3-3/4" lengths of steel band (bent at one end)

For the class:

1 can of spray glue (optional)

masking tape or scotch tape

,newspaper

rulers

2 demonstration bar magnets and ring stand

3 or 4 brass nails

overhead projector

1 transparency 3 '/
set of handouts and home activity
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ADVANCE PREPARATION

1. Investigation of magnets and magnetic fields:

For each family, prepare a tray or small box of assorted metal, wood,

and plastic pieces and assorted magnets, including a magnetic compass. In

trial classes we used large brass fasteners, paper clips, steel and aluminum

nails, bottle caps. pieces of scrap lead, tin, and copper, scrap wood, and

different plastic items such as pen caps, vials, and beads.

Each family or pair of families will need a small

container for iron filings. In trial classes we drilled

holes in the lids of plastic vials and poured a small

quantity of iron filings into each vial. Any small

jar with holes drilled in the lid can be used.

Magnet holders can be made from poster board. Cut a 71/2" x 91/2" piece of

poster board for each family. With a razor blade or exacto knife, make four

9 1/2"

5/8" 3,1

Back

3 3/4"

cuts halfway through the poster board, as shown. These cuts allow the poster

board to be easily bent along the cuts. Do not cut all the way through the

board. Turn the poster board,over and make one cut, as shown.
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The magnet holder can now be bent into the shnpn rhown below. You may

wish tolabel the magnet holders.

MAGNET %A OLOElk

2. Telegraph stations:

Each family will build two telegraph stations, one in class and one at

home. A telegraph station consists of a wood base, a wood clapper holder, a

clapper and clapper screw, an electromagner, a key, a switch, and two

Fahnestock clips for connections, as shown in the diagrams below.

Clapper

Clapper
holder

Clapper
screw

witch

electromagnet

Fahnestock
clips

Corks

Clapper

crew

(-Electromagnet

Side view

An electromagnet is made from a 3" steel nail, a paper drinking straw,

and three layers of wire. Cut two 21/2" lengths of paper drinking straw (3/16"

in diameter), and two 13' lengths of #28 insulated solid wire for each family.

Each family will also need approximately 50' of #24 insulated solid wire to

connect the two telegraph stations each of which will be placed in a separate

room of the house.

3 9
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To make the bases and clapper holder for each family, cut two 6" lengths

from a 1" x 6" pine board, cut two 4" lengths and two 3" lengths from a 1" x 2"

pine furring board. You may wish to stain the cut pieces. Participants often

have trouble deciding which pieces to hammer together first. It is helpful

(and saves time) if you hammer two nails through the base, as shown below.

Participants can hammer the 3" wooden side of the clapper holder onto the nails

on the base (after attaching the clapper), then happer the 4" top of the clapper

holder onto the 3" side (after attaching the clapper screw).

To make the bases and clapper holder for each family, cut two 6" lengths

from a 1" x 6" pine board; cut two 4" lengths and two 3" lengths from a 1" x 2"

pine furring board. You may wish to stain the cut pieces.

We found in trial classes that the best switches, keys, and clappers

were made from scrap steel banding used for shipping heavy packages. With

large tin snips, cut six pieces of steel bandin for each family; two 41/2"

lengths (for the switches), two 4" lengths (for the keys), and two 3-3/4"

lengths (for the clappers). Using a 3/16" drill bit, drill two holes 1/4" from

the ends in the 4" and 41/2" lengths, Drill only one hole in the 3-3/4" lengths.

With a vise and a hammer, make a 900 bend in the 3-3/4" lengths about 5/8" from

the end with hole.

[0 clapper

3-3/4"

0 key

4 0

4"
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Build at least two telegraph stations to use as models for the participants

to copy (and for a demonstration in the third session). If you have time, place

the materials needed to build each telegraph station in ziplock bags, or on

labeled trays.

3. Demonstrations

Place masking tape over the labeled ends of two demonstration bar magnets.

Suspend one magnet with a string from a ring stand. Put the suspended magnet

on a centrally located table so all participants can see the direction the

magnet is pointing.

If you have the demonstration equipment available, you may want to demon-

strate the magnetic field around a wire and aroud a solenoid (See Appendix B).

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Getting Started (20 minutes)

Ask the participants if they have any questions about the home activity.

In trial classes we found two major areas of concern. Some participants do

not understand how a battery can deliver more current in a parallel circuit

than in a one-bulb circuit. As one father remarked, "A battery must put

out the same current no matter what is hanging on it. How can a battery

know what is connected to it ahead of time?" The second area of concern was

with series circuits: how can two bulbs in series offer more resistance

(less current) than one bulb? One mother statedthe problem as follows:

"Current rushes out of the battery, sees the resistance, and slows down to go

throught the bulb. Once the current has slowed down, it shouldn't matter how

many more bulbs are connected in series, the same current would go through

each bulb." A demonstration of the water flow model resolves these concerns.

(See Appendix A.) You can also use an ammeter to measure the current in

one-bulb, series, and parallel circuits.
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Experiment #1: EIEloring magnetism (10-15 minutes)

Objective: Given a tray of magnets and common metal, wood and plastic pieces,
part.fcipants will be able to find which materials are attracted to
thc ,r..gnets.

Explain to participants that last week current electricity was

investigated. This week magnetism and th(% connection betweeen current elect,.

ricity and magnetism will be investigated. It was the discovery of this

connection which led to the invention of electromagnets and the telegraph.

Show the participants an unlabeled bar magnnt and ask, "What are the names oE

the ^nds of this magnet?" (North pole and south pole) Ask, "Suppose we have

only one magnet and the ends are not labeled. How could we find the north and

south poles of this magnet?" Show the participants the freely suspended bar

lomelen

axportment l

Imploring Monett=

Materiels, s trey of mood. metal. nd Planets piece..
Assorted magnets. agnetic compete. and tope.

1. Mktch object. en your tray ere Attracted to magnet?

2. Do 11 your magnets hove both north pole and
a south- pole? OS the magnetic pompoms Of
thy demonstration magnets to identify the none-seeking
pole of ach of your magnate. mark the north-segrlinq
pole of sack of your magnets with peaking tape.

3. List ll the fact. you know *bout oeynettem.

magnet. Explain to the partici-

pants that a freely suspended

magnet will always point in the

same direction. We name the

end of the magnet that points

toward geographic north the

"north-seeking" pole, the

opposite end is named the

"south-seeking" pole.

Show participants the

trays of magnets and metal,

wood, and plastic pieces. Tell

them to use these materials

to review what they know about

magnetism. Have two or three
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children pass out the experiment sheets and the trays. Most families complete

this activity quickly. You can challenge these participants with the

questions, "How do we know there are only rwo kinds of magnetic poles?" A few

participants are surprised when the magnets do not attract all the different

metals (lead, brass, copper, aluminum). For a few participants, the study of

magnetism is a new experience. These families take longer to complete this

experiment and need more assistance.

Experiment #2: Magnetic fields (20-30 minutes)

Objective: Given a cylindrical magnet and iron filings, participants will be
able to make a map of the magnetic field around the magnet using
iron filings.

When most of the families have completed experiment #1. announce to

the class that they can continue with the next experiment. Indicate where the

experiment sheets and materials are located. Set newspapers out in a corner

Sastua 2

taperiment 02

Magnetic Yield.

hiatuala, carabo.rd malnet holder, cylindrical estnei,
jar of iron filings. heet of vhite paper.

;

Pold the magnet holder into its proper ehape. as
shown below. Piste magnet inside the etot of tne
magnet bolder. C aaaaa the magnet in the slot.

(h) L. a Wrest of pew oeet tbe top of the magnet.
and sprinkle irom filings raw it. reep [b
e printler about six to eight inches above the
paper. lotion how the filing9 tend to form Into

pattern.

IcI Conti), top the paper with reef finger. where do
meet of the Mints go? Carefully bring your

holder_ and sheet to the inetructor. who
w ill aaaaa year pattern with glue so you will hove

permaneet record.

The Iron filings ore following the curved path of the
'magnetic limee of force surrounding the magnet.
Magnetic lines of force are ueualiy drown with Mows
Poing free the morth-eeeking end f the magnet tO the
OeWth -Beet:of end, as shown on the pent page. Tn. arrows
indicate the direction the north-seeking end of teepees
meldle would point t tbat location.

taperiment 02 (matinee./ Seesian 2

3. Optional Ac ttttt y

?t (Havens below show the irwevfiling patterns of
two magnets. bow 'vet roe Sate tee poles' of each magnet
to obtain these patterns? Cam yom mate ire tttttt like
these?

;, -:"1.7,"
'

fr11 :

- ,"
' -
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of the room, preferably near an open window. The space must be large enough

so that the pattern of iron-filings can be left to dry after spray gluing.

When most of the participants have completed this experiment,.stop the class

for a brief discussion. Ask the participants what they have discovered about

magnetism and magnetic fields. List their responses on a chalkboard or news-

print paper.

You may wish to discuss the earth as a magnet. We know that like poles

repel (e.g., two north-seeking poles repel) and unlike poles attract (e.g.,

a north-seeking pole of one magnet attracts the south-seeking pole of another

magnet). Since the north-seeking pole of a magnet is attracted to or points

approximately twoard the goegraphic north, there must be a "south" magnetic

pole located somewhere near the geographic north pole. If you have time, it

is helpful to discuss (a) other magnetic materials (besides iron and iron

alloys) such as the metals nickel and cobalt and the non-metalic liquid oxygen,

(b) the "domain theory" of magnetism, and (c) the ways a piece of iron can be

demagnetized (e.g., heating, dropping).

Experiment #3: Oersted Experiment (20 minutes)

Objective: Given a magnetic compass, batteries, wire, and a switch, partici-
pants will be able to find the direction of the magnetic field
around a current-carrying wire (Oersted Experiment).

Ask the participants, "Do you think there is a connection between current

electricity and.magnetism?" You may wich to relate the history of the search

for a connection between electricity and magnetism. The connection was

finally discovered accidentally by Hans Christian Oersted. Explain that in

the next experiment the connection between electricity and magnetism will be

explored by repeating the Oersted Experiment. Pass out the experiment sheets

and let the families collect the needed materials.

4 4
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mmmmm on 2

Impuriment 47

The Oersted experiment

&-LLUSIgt two betteriem, battery holder., wire, switch,
and a compass.

1. look up the circuit ahem% below.

Place the coepese enemy from any metal objects. Including
the legs of the table.

Mold the wire above the
2. omega.. in north-south

direction (parallel to
the compose needle) as
shown. down on the
switch. Does the cones.
needle move? If mo. in
which direction doom it
points east, west. south
or in -between (southeast,
etc.)?

Wow reverse the be eeeee gm so the curr,nt is flowing in the
opposite direction. Again hold the wire shove the compass
in worth-south direction. down on the switch.
Does thee compass needle movv? If so, In which, direction
does It Pain B

s kcarc:03-7-1

3. I I Sold the wire over the
compass needle in an
gast.w4O1 direction
(perpenel,cular to the
CO.T02. needle). AB
shown. eeeee down on
the stitch. Does the
compact needle move?
If so, An which direction
does it point?

Whet happens If you the botteties icuttent
flow) end repeat this experiment?

Sxperiment 11 tormtinued)

4.

Session 2

Tope the mire to thee
table or floor in 11
north-south direttioe.
bold the menage stove
the wise leo the compose
needle is parallel to
the wire as shown.
down on the witch.
Doss the coepams needle
move? If so. In which
direction does it point?

Can you predict what will happen if rou repent this
experiment with the current !hat mmmmmm I reversed?
?est your prediction.

S. Con you think of general rule to predict the direction
of the north end of o compass when it is placed ',gar

11

current-carrying m

When most of the participants have completed the experiment, stop the

class for a discussion. Ask the participants what they have discovered.

Explain that the movement of the compass needle near a current carrying wire

indicates that there is a magnetic field associated with a current. Project

transparency 111 on the overhead projector and explain that the magnetic

field circles the wire. If you have the demonstration equipment available,

you may wish to demonstrate the field al:ound a wire (see Appendix B).
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Session
Tralsvpareacy 111

=STIER EETIEDI ELECTRICITT NEI HAMM

weft field circles
currett carrying rfre

Experiment #4: Solenoids and Electromagnets
(40 minutes)

Objective: Given wire, straw, nails of
aluminum, brass, and steel,
and steal pins, participants
will be able to:
(a) build a solenoid, and
(b) test the magnetic strength

of the solenoid (e.g., the
number of steel pins the
solenoid will pick up)
using cores of aluninum,
steel, and brass nails,
and

(c) make a map of the magnetic
field around an electro-
magnet (solenoid with
steel core) using iron
filings.

Explain to the participants that Ampere predicted that that lines of

force around a current-carrying wire might. be concentrated by wrapping the

wire into the shape of a coil or solenoid. In this experiment the participants

investigate Ampere's prediction..

Give directions for making the solenoid, demonstrating the first part of

the procedure as you explain.

1. Place the drinking straw on the nail. Tape the straw on the nail to

keep it from turning as you wrap the wire. Use a small piece of tape, since

you will later remove the tape so yt,u can take the solenoid off the nail.

2. Starting about 8" from the end of the wire, wind about 5-10 turns onto the

straw covered nail. Leave about k. of the straw showing. Have your partner

tape the coils ta the straw.

3. Continue winding wire until about ku of the straw remains. Again, tape the

4
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Oresies 2

Rxperinset 4

Solenoids and Clectromainets elide the large l nail into one erd of the coil.
Push down on the switch, will the coil pick up pins
now. What happens to the pins when you re lllll the
switch? You hove made electrosagnet. tlectromagnets

Onterialge strew, large steel nail, aluminum nsil, are celled teeporery magnstk. Csn you mplain why.
and brass nail, 13 feet of wire, 2 he
2 holders. 'witch, sagnetic compass.
and small container of steel pins.

Iftritt000t o (000ti000dl 2

1. Wrap three layers of wire around the on the steel
nail. following the directions given im class. Do not
cut off the ttttt wire.

1/4 1/4.

2. Remove the sail from the strew. Connect the ClIftlit shown
below.

Oring the end of tne coil neer the compose. CMS the
compass needle move?

Leep th. coil km this position and press down on the
&witch. Does the coupesa needle move? If so, bow
much dots it owing? Is the effect bigger, smaller.
or the same as in the Oersted experiment?

3. will yoor coil Pick up pins? Test the coil sm6 see.

Slide the ttttt aluminum nail into one nd of the coil.
Push down on the switch. Will the coil pick up pins
now?

4. Whst 6o Too think eh. magnetic lines of force look like
erovmd you electromagent?

is) Place your electromagnet inside the slot of the magnet
bolder. C eeeee the electromagnet in the slot.

ibi Lay sheet of paper over the top of the magnet,
and sprinkle iron filings onto it. down on
the switch end gently tap tho paper with your
finger. Row does the pattern of iron filings
compere with the pattern for bar soviet?

(c) If you would like permanent record of this
core lllll disconnect the electromagnet end bring
the magnet holder end sheet to the instructor
for spray ll

wire to the straw to hold the coil in pl..

4. Wrap a second layer of wire on top of the first, winding the wire in the

same direction. You will probably need to tape the coil to the straw when

you reach the end.

5. Finally, wrap a third layer of wire on top of the second. Be sure to leave

about 8" of wire at the end. You may want to wrap masking tape around the

finished coils to hold them in place.

Show the participants a completed solenoid, demonstrating how the coil can

be taken off the nail. Pass out the experiment sheet and materials. It

usually takes participants 15-20 minutes to wind the solenoid and 15 minutes

to complete the experiments. When most of the participants have completed

the experiment, discuss briefly what they have learned about solenoids and

solenoid cores. If you have the equipment available, you may wish to demonstrate

the field'around a solenoid (see Appendix B).

4 '7
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Experiment #5: Building a telegraph (60 minutes)

Objective: The participants will be able to build a telegraph station and
make it work.

Show participants a completed telegraph station; demonstrate and explain

how the ttlevaph works. The shorter steel band is used as the telegraph key.

The longer steAl band can be hooked urkler the Fahnestock clip and used as a

switch. Explain that the switch is used when two telegraph stations are

hooked together. This will be investigated in the home activity. The clapper

Omperimemt 13 Icootinuml) Session 2

Uelejlalgt -electromagnet
re
V battery

-1 wood base ft s 7k")
-1 wood piece (4' a A')
-1 wood piece (3 s
-1 steel band, bent at one end
-2 steel bands (1 abort. 1 longer)
-2 corks
-4 Pahnestock clip.
-3 nails (1,01

woad screws WO or 3/4*)
-1 carpet tack

2. Troubleshooting your telegraphs Connect 1.7 volt
ttttt to your telegraph as shown in tbo

diagram on the preceding pogo. So sure the switch is
up.n. Pot the telegraph to work, there re two critical
distances which must be adjusted, (1) the distance
between the nsil head and the clapper (1/4 to 10).
end (21 thy distance between the Ulapper screw and tbe
asprot. Mt clapper *crew should touch the clapper.
but not push :two on the clapper.

.--.clspper OCrOW

clapper

1. See your hammer and screw driver to build a telegreph
station. Yellow the diagram below and to the
models in class.

clapper bolder

electromagnet

clepper screw

glrouwelex:ph int: not work. try making the

(1) Remove the clapper holder and move the
lecttomagnet up ot down.

(3) /Send the clapper either up or down.

(31 Loosen or tighten the clapper screw.
elegteph key

screw is present so that the telegraph will make VATO clicks, one when the key

is pressed down, and one when the key is released. This is necessary to

distinguish a dot from a dash. For a dash, the key is held down about three

times longer than for a dot. The exact dimensions for the telegraph station

are not critical, so they are not given. The participants can examine the

models around the class to see how to put their stations together.

otst COPY MAILABLE
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Pass out the experiment sheets and materials. If you have not placed the

materials in ziplock bags, the most efficient way to pass out the materials is

as follows: (a) have all the children in the class line up near the materials;

(b) give the first child the screws and instruct him/her to give each family

7 screws; give the second child the nails and instruct her/him to give each

family five nails, and so on.

Participants generally do not need much assistance in building their

telegraph stations. They do, however, need help in troubleshooting their

stations.

Home Activity (5 minutes)

Objective: Given two telegraph stations and the morse code, participants will
be able to send messages to each other.

In the last few minutes of class, explain the home activities. Each

family will take home the materials for building a second telegraph station,

a 6 volt battery, approximately 50' of hook-up wire, and the home activity

sheet. Remind the participants

to bring both telegraph stations,

the battery and wire, and a screw

driver to class the following week.

i

H. Activity 2

Connecting Two Telegraph Atations

1. Make a second telagraph station like the one you rade
in class.

2. Use the SO feet of win& to tonnect the two stations
as shown in the CagfAll below.

witch 2

STATION A STATION II

1. Suppose you are at station A and you want to send a
imp to station S. Should switch I be open or closel?

Should switch 2 be open or closed? Experiment to find out.

Complete the following rules To send a sssss go, my
switch must be snd my partner's switch must
be . fZFITFITT4 messagiss switch ust be

and my partner's switch must be

I. Practice sending mom code
you home.

gas betwven [00.11 in 4 9



Session 3

Electromagnetic Induction and the Telephone

OVERVIEW

During this session participants continue to troubleshoot their telegraph

stations. They find a different way to connect their two telegraph stations so

that messages can be sent and received simultaneously. Through demonstrations,

they review the purpose of the switches on the telegraph stations and are intro-

duced to relays. In experiment 2, participants build a galvanometer and deter-

mine how it works. Using the galvanometer, they discover that when magnetic

lines of force cut across a coil of wire, a current is induced in the wire

(electromagnetic induction). This principle is used to explain Alexander Bell's

first commercial telephone. Through a sequence of demonstrations, participants

learn how a modern telephone receiver and transmitter work. Finally, thcv build

their own loose-contact carbon microphone which they connect to a battery and

earphone to make a one-way telephone.

MATERIALS

For each family:

Class Activities:

15' #24 insulated solid wire

13' #28 Insulated solid wire

1 cardboard galvanometer base

1 ball of clay

1 magnetic compass

1 horseshoe magnet (strong)

1 switch

2 1.5V batteries

2 battery holders

hook-up wire

50
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Box Microphones:

2 small cardboard boxes (participants can bring these)

4 carbon electrodes

2 1-3/4" lengths of #2 pencil lead

2 7" lengths of 5/8" wooden dowel (optional)

4 1" #6 stove bolts

8 #6 nuts

4 washers

2 5/8" #6 round head wood screws

2 Fahn,;tock clips

2 earplIones (portable radio)

1 small square fine sandpaper

1 1-1/2" nail

For the class:

2-3 relays

slinky with a ribbon tied in the center

demonstration telephone receiver and transmitter (optional)

headphone set(s) (optional)

sewing needles

#1 and #3 pencil leads

100' #24 insulated solid wire

2 telegraph stations

overhead projector

10 transparencies

set of handouts and home activity

envelopes

ADVANCE PREPARATION

1. Investigation of Electromagnetic Induction

For each family, cut a 15' length of #24 insulated solid wire and 13' of

. #28 insulated solid wire. From posterboard, cut a rectangle 3" x 2" and label

"Galvanometer Base." Each family will also need a ball of clay about 1" in

diameter. Test your horseshoe magnets to see if they are strong enough to

deflect the compass needle in Experiment #3. If it does not work, you may have

to use more turns of wire.
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2. Loose-Contact Carbon Microphones

Each family will build two microphones, one in class and one at home. A

microphone consists of a cardboard box about 6" x 6" x 2", two carbon electrodes,

a carbon rod, screws, nuts, and washers for holding the electrodes and connecting

wires, and a wooden dowel for a handle, as shown in the diagram below.

6" x 6" x 2" box

carbon
electrode

#2 pencil
lead

7" wooden dowel
handle (optional)

side view

Carbon electrodes can be made from the carbon rods in old 1.5V lantern

batteries (#6 dry cells). A possible source of old dry cells is a local burglar

alarm company. Remove the rod from the battern. On a band saw, cut the rod in

half lengthwise. out each half into pieces 7/16" to 1/2" long. Using a 1/8" drill

bit, drill a hole in the center of each piece. You can get

10-12 pairs of electrodes from one carbon rod. Each family will need 4

electrodes (two pairs). Make some extra electrodes for participants who cannot

get their microphone to work.
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To make the carbon rods used in Ole microphones, use a exacto knife or

razor blade to cut the wood away from the pencil lead in #2 pencils. Break

the lead into 1 3/4" lengths. Each family will need two lengths of pencil lead

(make some extra lengths, since they break easily). For the handle, cut the

5/8" dowel into 7" lengths. Using a 3/16" drill bit, drill a hole in the

center of one end. Each family will need two handles. Finally, cut the

plugs off the earphones, split the double wire, strip the ends of the insulation,

of the insulation, and solder

each end. Each family will

aeed two earphones.

If the participants are bringing

their own earphones, you will need

alligator clips to connect the ear-

phones to the microphones.

Build two microphones to use as models for the participants to copy and

for a demonstration in the fourth session. If you have the time, place all the

materials needed to build each microphone in ziplock bags.

3. Demonstrations

Connect two telegraph stations, one on each end of a long table (about 6'

apart). The stations should work with a 1.5 V battery. Have on the table several

batteries (1.5 V and 6 V), several Fahnestock clips, and two coils of #24

insulated solid wire, each coil about 50' long. This demonstration is used in

the discussion of how to increase the current in a telegraph circuit so messages

can be sent over longer distances; it is the lead-in demonstration for a discussion

of the purpose of relays.

You may also wish to demonstrate electromagnetic induction using a demon-

stration galvanometer and large coils and magnets. Several demonstrations
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are described in Appendix B. Also described is a variable resistance carbon box

demonstration which can be used in the discussion of how a telephone transmitter

works.

Station A Station B

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Getting Started (5-10 minutes)

Ask the participants if they have any questions abor: ie home

activity. In trial classes, some of the participants did not . .stand why

the switch on one telegraph station must be open and the switch on the second

station closed. Use transparency #1 to trace (with a colored pen) the path of

the current when station A is the sender and Station B is the receiver, and vice

versa. (The switches are not included on this transparency; you can draw them

as you explain.)

5 4
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If you have the demonstration equipment available, you may wish to review the

magnetic field around a straight current-carrying wire (right hand rule) and

around a solenoid.

Experiment #1: Connecting Telegraph Station (30-40 minutes)

Objectives: Given two telegraph stations, wire, battery and a circuit diagram,
participants will be able to connect their stations and send
messages.

Given two telegraph stations, wire, and batteries, parricipants will
be able to find a way to connect the two stations so messages can
be sent and received simultaneously.

In trial classes we found that there is a wide variety in both the amount

of time spent on the home activity and in the level of success. Some families

built the second telegraph station, but did not attempt to troubleshoot this

station or connect their two stations. A few families were unsuccessful in

connecting their :..wo stations together. Still other families successfully

connected their srations and spent considerable time practicing the Morse code.

5ü
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Give the families who have successfully connected their two telegraph

stations experiment sheet #1. Have the remaining families connect their

stations together using the
Poulos 3

Imperimeet

A Telegraph challenge

eifilta. wire, batteries, 2 telegraph tation.

1. Find imy to connect your two telegraph stations MO
messepee can be eat and received simultaneously.
Craw the batteries and vireo la the diagram belJw.

circuit diagram from home

activity 2. Circulate among the

famY.1,,s to help with the trouble

shooting. Be prepared for a few

drained batteries (some families

leavr both telegraph switches on,

creating a short circuit and con

sequently draining their batteries).

As families successfully connect

their stations, give them experiment

sheet #1.

Discussion: The Purpose of the Switches (5-10 minutes)

Objective: Participants will be able to explain the purpose of the switches
on telegraph stations.

If you have not already done so, project transparency #1 and trace the

path of the current when station A is the sender and station B is the receiver,

and vice versa. Project transparency #2. Ask a child to come to the overhead

projector and draw the wires which connect two telegraph stations in such a way

that the stations can simultaneously send and receive messages. Explain to

the Participants that two batteries and twice as much wire is needed for stations
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to be able to simultaneously send and receive messages. To save energy and wire,

switches are placed at each station so they can either send or receive, but not

both.

Imien )
Teartsparoncy 12

MILO HAT ID MGT no TELEGRAPH STATI(I1S

Statical A Station 6

Demonstration and Discussion of Relays (10-15 minutes)

'WM11=11.11ggillt

Objective: Participants will be able to explain the purpose of relays in a
telegraph circuit.

Go to the table where you have prepared the two telegraph stations

(see page 33). Demonstrate that both telegraph stations work.

Station A Station B

Battery

Key Key

5 5

5 7
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Make one of the wires longer by connecting a coil of wire (about 50'), and ask,

"Will the telegraph work now?" Demonstrate that the telegraph does not work.

Draw the coil of wire, battery, and connecting wires on a second copy of trans

parency #2. Explain that the wire has resistance; if the wires are too long,

there is insufficient current in the circuit for the electromagnet to move the

clapper.

Station A Station B

(rcra-

IN I

50' wire

Battery

Key 14<ty

5

Ask, "What will happen when a second coil of wire (about; JO' is connected

parallel to the first coil?" Draw this second coil in transparency #2. Demon

strate this procedure. Most participants are surprised that the telegraph again

works.

Station A Station B

50 wire

MIN

IBattery

Key

r.

Key

Explain to the participants that adding a second parallel coil is like using

thicker wire. The thicker the wire, the smaller the resistance of the wire, so

more current will flow in the circuit.

Disconr,ct the second coil, and demonstrate again that the telegraph does

not work. Ask, "What other method could we use to increase the current in

the telegraph circuit?" Most participants will tell you to add more batteries.
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Connect a few more batteries in series and demonstrate that the telegraph now

works.

Station A Station B

Explain that there are two ways to increase current in a telegraph circuit;

using thicker wire, and connecting more batteries in series.

With a fixed number of batteries and thickness of wire, there is a maximum

distance that two telegraph stations can be apart and work (project top of

transparency #3).

Sttion A

fe-

TNt PulPOSC OI ?NE FEW'

Stotler, B

StAtion A Stt4on
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Ask, "How could we send telegraph messages over longer distances?".. At first

glance it seems that more batteries and wire could be added to the circuit so

the current remains the same and the telegraphs still work (project bottom half

of transparency #3). However, this would make telegraphs high-voltage devices

which are dangerous to operate. If we keep adding batteries and wire to the

circuit, at some point there would be sparking or discharges between the clapper

and core of the electromagnet.

Another method of sending messages over longer distances is to build

another set of telegraph stations and have a telegraph operator relay messages

(project overlay of transparency #3 and draw a telegraph operator between station

B and C). This solution is expensive. The telegraph company would have to pay

the salaries of many of telegraph operators. Consequently, the relay was invented.

A relay is just an electromagnet that is used as a switch (project trans-

parents #4). When the key at Station A is pressed, then the current flows from
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the battery, through the telegraph electromagnet, key, relay coil, and back to

the battery %L.-ace current flow with colored pen). When current flows through

the coil of the relay, the iron bar ir racted to the iron core and touches it.

This completes a second circuit frr B (trace the current flow with

a different colored pen). In this diagram, messages can be sent in only one

direction, from Station A to Station B. To send messages in both directions,

more switches are needed on both stations.

With a relay between telegraph stations, messages can be sent over longer

distances without high voltage problems and without paying the salaries of alot

of telegraph operators (project top of transparency #5). With time, the

technology of relays advanced so messages could be sent over even longer distances

(project bottom half of transparency #5). The relays were enclosed in oil with

very sensitive pivot points and very light iron bars. Now a very small current

through the relay coil will cause the light iron to touch the core of the relay.

The Station A circuit can be made longer (more wire added). The current in this

circuit does not have to be large enough to attract a heavy iron bar; it only

has to be sufficient to move the light iron bar of the sensitive relay. In

telegraph and telephone systems today, mechanical relays are no longer used.

The relays now are all solid state devices (no moving parts).

Station A

StatiOn A Station

wiry
aonaltly

relay I

L_

1,-.311Ctit./MegVe.dr AV.
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Experiment #2: A Galvanometer (20 minutes)

Objective: Given batteries, switch,wire, cardboard base, clay, and a'magnetic
compass, participants will be able to build a simple galvanometer
and explain how it works.

Explain to the participants

that the remainder of the session

will be spent on the telephone.

To understand how the first

telephone worked, there is one

more electromagnetic effect they

need to investigate. To investi

gate the effect, however, they need

to build a device which will detect small

electrical currents and their direction.

This device is called a galvanometer.

Have some children pass out the experi

ment sheets and materials for building

a galvanometer.

Use toe 1

toperlaeot $3

A CelwAnomets,

netecieles 13 feet of wire, booltwp wire. 3 battstiee.
2 battery polders: a ewitch, a compass, I ball
ot clay, and a cardboard piece sacked "galwaoreeter
bees'

1. ?tatting about 10. sway [con the end of the vire,
wind evote& turas atooed [oar (lasers ot you bard.
as show below.

Gave anotbee 18' ot wire at the other mad. Twist the
two wires together, &ad remove tbe roll from your flaws.

S. Slide the =wpm tato place lasade the coil mad bold in
poultice with cloy on the galvanometer Moe. Tau
salvenometsc le mow reedy to see.

3. ?lace the finished galvanometer oo the floor Onsey
from metal table and chair 1egel. Tura the cropeu do
the coil ot wire and the corpse* noodle are both Iloed
op I. north south dig.ctuos, as shown. Coneect the
galvanometer to the battery owl switch. Whet happens
whom Toe close the switch?

4. Cam yoe explain how a gelianometet mute

Experiment #3: Electromagnetic Induction (20 minutes)

Objective: Given a galvanometer, a coil of wire, and a magnet, participants will
be able to demonstrate that when magnetic lines of force cut across
a coil of wire, a current is induced in the wire.
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txperlment 13

Ilectromoreetio Inductioe

materials, 3 Tehnestock sluing clime, a horseshoe magnet,
tour galvanometer, sod LS feet of wire.

1.

3

Kale a second coil just like the coil yos made for the
galvenonater. Attach the ends of this coil to the erne
of the galvanometer using tbe Fshrwahoct clips, as
shows. I. sure the oompeas needle and the coil are liand
up Ls the north.eoeth directing.

1. Sold the coil is on. head and the *agues Is the otrwm.
Note aa far sway from the galvanometer as the wires
permit. This should be at least three feet. Push the
opts god of the horseshoe magnet through the coil. Did
you see a very tiny sovement of the compete needle?
Pull the magnet beck out. What bemoans this thee?
Move the magnet La and out of the mil times la
a ram. Son try bolding the whet stet and nowing
the coil throng, the end of the magnet. t happen
noel

3. The property of magnet to produce an electric curtest
in a wire is called ltotromeenstiy _niltuLtlain. (This
discovery was first mace by klchabel TIWaiyla the year
1131.) Palsy, huge coils, wowed by steam or aaaaa
power, are made to turn inside magnetic fields. These
devices, celled generators or dynamos, help to produce
the electricity that we use. Can you thin* of any other
devices that use the principle of electromagnetic
inductioa

When a few families

have completed their

galvanometer, announce

to the class that they

can continue with the next

experiment. Indicate where

thc experiment sheets and

materials are located.

Demonstrations of Electromagnetic Induction (15 minutes)

In expriment #3, the effect seen by the participants is very small. If

you have the demonstration equipment available, demonstrate electromagnetic

induction with large coils, magnets, and a galvanometer (see Appendix B). In

trial classes, we found the most effective demonstration was lighting a bulb

by moving a coil through a large horseshoe magnet. Throughout these demonstra

tions, emphasize that a current is induced in a wire only when magnetic lines

of force through the wire are changing. This can be accomplished by moving

the magnet or by moving the wire. If either the magnet or the wire are

stationary, then no current is induced in the wire.

6 3
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Explanation of Bell's First Telephone (10-15 minutes)

Objective: Participants will be able to explain how a modern telephone
receiver works.

Explain to participants that to understand how Bell's first telephone

worked, they need to be familiar with two phenomena, (1) electromagnetic induc-

tion, and (2) sound. Ask the participants to tell you everything they know

about sound. List their responses on a board or ow2.rhead projector. Use a

slinky with a ribbon tied to a coil in the middle to demonstrate compression,

rarefaction, and frequency. (See picture on page 40).

Show transparency #6, and explain how Bell's first telephone worked. When

you speak directly into the mouth piece of the transmitter, sound waves or

vibrations strike the drumhead, causing the drumhead and disk to vibrate in

the identical pattern of vibrations as the words you are speaking. This vibra-

tion changes the space between the disk and the magnet so the number of lines

of force pushing.through the coil of wire wound around the magnet changes.

This changing magnetic field induces an electric current in the coil whose

strength changes according to the original sound vibrations.

64
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At the receiver, the induced current in the coil around the magnet changes
.

the strength of the magnet, so the iron disk is attracted to the magnet with

changing pulls. The iron disk and drumhead then vibrate back and forth in the

same rhythmn as the transmitter iron disk and drumhead. This reproduces sound

waves that are an exact copy of your voice.

Bell's telephone could only operate over a few miles, and voice reproduction

was very poor. Edison improved the telephone by inventing a variable - resistance

transmitter. The modern telephone receiver, however, is almost exactly like the

first receivers. Project

transparency #7 and briefly

explain the modern telephone

receiver. If you have a demon-

stration telephone receiver or

headphones available, remove the

cover(s) and pass them around

the class so participants can

examine the permanent magnet,

coils, and diaphragm.

MIN TELEPICIE RUINER

3

Transpsysney .7

permanently magnetized iron

Demonstration and Explanation of Modern Telephone Transmitters (5-10 minutes)

ObjectiveS: Participants will be able to explain how modern telephone
transmitter works.



Edison's first telephone

transmitter is almost exactly like

the ones today. Project transparency

#8. The diaphragm of the transmitter

is a circular piece of extremely thin

aluminum. The outer edge of the

diaphragm is held in place, but the

rest of the surface is free to vibrate.

On the underside of the diaphragm there

is a small, goldplated brass dome which

is nestled in a chamber containing

small grains of carbon. When the hand

set is lifted from the cradle, the

carbon in the chamber becomes part of

the electr circuit and the current

passes throug.

46

alaplrago

SO111.1 )
Iron00000 ncy IS

HMI MERIN TRANSMITTER

Loosely packed
cartcei

TIgMly pecked
carbon

When you speak directly into the mouthpiece, soundwaves strike the diaphragm

causing it to vibrate in the identical pattern of vibrations as the words you

are speaking. This, in turn, causes the small dome to vibrate in the carbon

chamber. Each vibration causes the dome to compress the grains of carbon.

.When the charcoal grains are closer together, due to compression, more current

flows throuj,h the cirtuit (decreased resistance); as the pressure is lessened

the grains have a greater space between them, reducing the aniount of current

flowing through the circuit (greater resistance).
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Thus, the current in the circuit varies in an identical pattern as the

voice speaking into the transmitter. The receiver converts this changing current

back into voice patterns. If you have prepared the carbon variable resistance

box demonstration (see Appendix B), show the participants the change in current

which results when carbon grains are alternately squeezed and loosened. If

you have a demonstration telephone transmitter, dismantle the transmitte'r so

participants can see the components.

Experiment #4: A Box Microphone (30-40 minutes)

Objective: Given appropriate materials, participants will be able to
(a) build a loosecontact carbon microphone,
(b) connect the microphone to a battery and earphone, and
(c) explain how this simple telephone works.

Explain to the participants that it is difficult, with simple materials,

to build a telephone receiver that works. It is easy, however, to build a

variable resistance microphone with simple materials. Show the participants a

Smealon I

Experiment 94

A Sox Microphone

Although Alexander Ocakam Sell le credited with the
invention of tbe telephone, lt was Thomas [disco who devised
the aaaaa telephone transmitter that could be used overlong distances. Unlike Dell's limited-ranee lnatrument,
TAloon'e ttanemlttet took advantage el wonderful ptopettyof carbon, if loos,* peck of carbon partici,* I. rrnmued.
the electrical resistance of the peck decreases. in other
words. when current is peening through the peck. mare entreat
will flow when ;measure Is applied.

'Edison bed the idea that voice verse could apply that
venture, and the W411 tight. in the cubes ttanemitter b
perfected. loud voice mounds (uton striking the carbon
panicles and comp iraq hee) caused 1 cutrents
than dld quieter sounds. Those ibrations im current travellt.
down tramentselon lin. regulated receiver at the other
end of thew llne which reproduced the roounds of the speaker'svoice. rhie use of carbon la telephone is etill practicedtoday. tdleon.s carbon petticle device. then was the
forerunner of the modem telephone truism It res.If Tact. s icrothone.

The box microphone pictured below le similar to Sdisoree
ln et least one teepect, it Ls clouted-circuit system).
which allanA that cutrent le constantly flowing. rdiecn'e
fleet 'speaking telegtaph tram= ' (patent no. 74,310)
inclutled this important concept. Sell's instrument did not.
which Ls cos of the reasons its tangs vas limited to only
row silos. kowever, the box *mike. Ls not a carbon -pagticletransolttmr, even tliough lc usee carbon. It is loose-contact ike. it ron't etre anywhere neer the sound quality
that gdison't did. etrenttbeitse. lt is as extresely
ea:tattles detector ot mound anti one that cam be fun to
make.

LPsflatut 4 (continued)

Bow Does OUr Mik work?

Seim loose-contsct ((stetter. the box icrophone bas
the asme high sensitivity tO 1btA11041 ae insecure lectricalconnections. You've no doubt spiked bow sully Wooslight bult fit ccccc when someone pease. try. Is it I. without elk.. :h carbon electrcdes looaely auppott the pencil-lead rod. The slightest vacation, like frog *mod.will disturb tin rod. when the circuit i closed mad curtemt
la !lowing throuqh tbe earphone. this disturbance change.eh* carom flow. The earphone teeponde to these change.
and. hence, tends to isltate the sound.

tlataiirla.ItV±L12.1a1ILIALIILluu

..Cacbom electrodes, the carbon lectrodes were mods
from U. carbon rode from a 4
dry cell

-Carton rod. 1* piece of pencil lead (pencil lead L.
actually graphite. form carOoa)

-Soundlo9 &Mirth small cardtoerd box

vCarphonee

-PI volt battery

-sandlou wooden dowel

-Minor Items, 2 eachine screws. 1 wo=1 screw. 4 nuts.
wahine. 2 fahnestock spring clips.

and SO feet of wire.

tassaAULLLUJIllas
1. On the flat side of mach carton electrode, flake a mall

<up ggggg on tel eh. pencil lead to reit in. Us a nail
to pntly 4,111 4 Glmnle it each electrode.

Lyle

2. with a nall. jab two holes in the bottom
of the 007 2. apart. with mar blade.
nlarge one hOl. to about a long. Jab
holm in the side of the boa and ttach the
dowelhandle via tj, cod screw and
washer.

o

Li

6 8
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completed microphone and explain how it works. Pass out the experiment sheets

and materials.

&apartment 4 (continued)

3. Attach the too lectrodes 44 the inside of the tea as
shows be/o... The *mond Oat Ls foe *teaching w tothe electrodes.

7tc

leather

a-carbon electroSe

bon

4. Sharpen both ends of 1 1/4 length of pencil teed cofine knodpeper. now me cone to the tricky part. The
ponote 1044 oust flt betweee the electrodes os that
It Is free us ewe slightly. if lt ln bold firm,
our l000e-contact lec.:10one) aole't have s loam
contact . . . consequently. at won't work. At the Roo
tine the fit shouldn't be sloppy 1ther. nom. the
electrode ln the slot beck and forth until the poncll
lead In bold loosely in the dope...Loos.

S. Kook up the icrophone, battery, and arphone as shone
In the diagram co the rtrst page. If rem can't hear
your partner speaking Leto the ike. adjust the pencil
lead (tighten or loodien) until you get good mound
reprotuctlon.

COMMATULATIOMS1 You have just (Lade one-mey telphonewith lOose-contact carbon cranes . C. you eptet.
boa your telephone worker

In trial classes, many participants

could not get their microphones

to work. Usually the pencil had

is held too tightly between the

electrodes. Also, better sound

reproduction results with very

sharp points on the pencil 1

In trial classes we found it nelp-

ful to take a working microphone to

each table. Let each family listen

to the good microphone and feel the

looseness of the pencil lead.

If some of the participants

finish this experiment early, given

them the optional expr.riment.

Optional Orportmeet

Using Toor Olcrophooe

1. goes you rem-sperms work !meter lf roe talk LOtA the
inmide of tUs bon ea to ten bock of the hie? Cns yam
think of any reasons mar

2. Mold the ban evilest mat! or dcor end hems ecoecee tall
on the other side of eh* mall or door. Can you hear
the person 7 Can roe nplaln how you can boar
through melt?

1. further trperLsenes Toy Cm Try.

a. Cu. me us semleq noodle LLLLL US a pemell rod?
Try le with the point eown. awn with the point up;
turn le to find epees of 'debar .ftneltlytty.

b. See *bet happonc tf yom use a psoctt lead of
diff nnnnn hardnmds .41. 47. 41. Split pencil
ctmn lentbylee altb '41=W bind., to get out the
lead.

70
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Home Activities (about 5 minutes)

Objective: Given two microphones, two earphones, a battery and wire,
participants will be able to connect a twoway telephone.

In the last few minutes of class, explain the home activity. Each family

should take home the materials for building a second microphone, a couple of

D cells and holders, and the home activity sheet. Remind participants to bring

their microphones, a screw driver, a cardboard box and a cardboard roll from

or aluminum foil to class the following week. You may also wishpaper towels

to have families volunteer to bring either aluminum foil or plastic wrap for

building radios. If you have only one oscilloscope for the next class session,

you may want to ask volunteers to bring to class any musical instruments they

play (see page 62).

1.

Hose Activity )

A yro-May Telephone Syatem

Build second microphon with small box at home.
You now have two icrophones, two earphones. b
and some Wir.. Can you figure out how to connect the
microphones and earphones so you can both tend and
receive voice aaaaages from different rooms. Draw a
diegra of your telephone circuit below.

(If you heve trouble. the circuit diagram ip in the
attached gflv.l.p.)

microphone

arphone

Mom* Activity 3

Two-way Telephone System

(You may need to use more than One aaaaa y)

microphone

earphone



Sessiml 4

A Crystal aadio Receiver

OVERVIEW

Participants are.introduced to an oscilloscope and how to use an

oscilloscope to measure frequency. They connect their looseecolact box

microphone to an oscilloscope and determine the audio response of their micro

phone (the sounds the microphone reproduces best). The oscilloscope is also

used to measure the frequency of a note that they sing (or play) into the

microphone. In the second experiment, participants discover that the detector

they will use in their crys al radio receiver, the diode, will allow current

to flow in only one direction. Finally, participants build a radio receiver

and tune at least one station.

MATERIALS

For each family:

Class activities:

4 Fahnestock clips

3 1.5V batteries

3 battery holders

1 birthday candle

1 box matches

hookup wire

Crystal Radio Set:

110' #28 solid insulated wireor #2e plastic coated or enamelled wire

2 15' lengths of #24 insulated solid wire with an alligator clip on one end

7 Fahnestock clips

5 #6 round head wood screws

2 brass fasteners

1 6" x 9" pino wood base

1 #IN34A diode
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' carpet tacks

1 roll aluminum foil

1 roll p3stic wrap

1 cardboard tube

1 cardboard box

For the class:

1 can spray glue

newspapers

masking tape

tonette or recorder (optional)

overhead projector

1 transparency

oscilloscopes (1 for every 2-3 families) and probes

set of handouts and home activity

Demonstrations:

oscilloscope

sine wave generator

3" speaker

.variable air capacitor from old radio (optional)

ADVANCE PREPARATION

1. Oscilloscopes

For the participants, one of the highlights of the course is learning to

use an oscilloscope to measure a frequency. In this session, the families use

an oscilloscope to measare the frequency of a note that they sing (or play)

into their microphones. In the fifth session, the oscilloscopes are used

(1) to observe amplitude modulated and rectified wave patterns on the crystal

radio sets, and (2) to measure a radio frequency.

You will need one oscilloscope for every two to three families. To observe

radio frequencies, the oscilloscopes should have a time scale as fast or

faster than one microsecond and a vertical scale larger than 50 millivolts.

7 3
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For more information about oscilloscopes that you could use, see Appendix C.

If you do not have enough scopes, arrange to borrow some scopes from the physics

or electrical engineering department of your local college or university,

or from a vocational electronics school. In trial classes, we borrowed six

Tektronix T932A dual trace student oscilloscopes and twelve probes. Each

.family had access to a scope, although two families would take turns using the

screen.

Set the osciiloscopes on tables around the room so that family groups can

work comfortably around each scope. You may need Co use several extension

cords. If you only have three or four oscilloscopes for twelve families,

place them on tables close together. Family groups can take turns using

the scopes, and they will be close enough for you to simultaneously help

each group.

If it is impossible for you to obtain more than one or two oscilloscopes,

then Experiment #1: Testing Your Microphone with an Oscilloscope, can be

done as a class demonstration.

2. The Crystal Radio Rkeiver

Each family will build one crystal radio receiver, as shown on the next

page (taken from Elementary Science Study, "Batteries and Bulbs II," Webster

Division of McGraw Hill, New York, 1974). The detector is a #1N34A diode.

The tuning circuit consists of an induction coil and a variable air capacitor.

The induction coil is made by winding about 11 feet of thin wire on a card

board tube (from a paper towel, waxed paper, or aluminum foil roll). In trial

classes we have used both #28 insulated solid wire and #28 plastic coated

wire. The capacitor consists of two pieces of aluminum foil glued to card

board. Plastic wrap over the plates keeps them from touching. The diode and

the induction coil are mounted on a pine board.
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Different stations can be tuned by moving the capacizor platps closer

together or farther apart. To tune a larger number of stations, the induction

coil can be made into a variable induci_or by scraping the insulation off

2-3 wires about every 100 turns. Place a blob of solder on each point as shown

tuning
plates

to antenna

in the diagram below; Attach an alligator clip to a short length of wire. The

alligator clip'can be moved to different solder points, changing the number of



tuning

plates

55

to antenna

earphone

diode

turns of wire oE the inductor, This allows Eor tuning a larger number oE

stations than would be possible using the capacitor plates alone.

For each family, cut a 9" length from a 1" x 6" pine board. Cut the

wire for the induction coils into 110' lengths. Each family also needs a

length of wire for connecting to an antenna and a ground. Cut two 15' lengths

of #24 insulated -slid wire and attach an alligator clip to one end of each

wire.

Build two radio receivers to use as models for the participants to copy

and for a demonstration in the fifth session. In trial classes, we found it

convenient to put all the materials needed to build the radio receiver into

ziplock bags.

76
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T.V. Antenna or antenna wire 3. Radio Antenna and Ground

from window or roof
The crystal radio set requires

demonstration a good antenna and ground. The most

table
convenient antenna is a T.V. antenna

outlet or connector in a classroom.

radio
If you do not hive a T.V. antenna

connector in your classroom, you

can (1) string an antenna wire

out of a convenient window, attaching

the other end of the wire to a tree

or wall; or (2) bring an antenna

wire down to the classroom from the

roof.

All the families will need to

antenna wire strung connect to the antenna simultaneously.
across room above head

height In trial classes, we strung a thin,

bare wire from the antenna across

the room above head height, as

shown in the diagram. Arrange the tables so that all families can reach the

wire with their 15' lengths of antenna connector wires.

Use the crystal radio set that you built to determine if the antenna

arrangement in your classroom is satisfactory. You should be able to tune at

least one station. In trial classes, we used the oscilloscopes for a

ground. you may find that you will need to string a ground wire along the

floor from a piece of plumbing in the room.

7
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4. Demonstration

a. In trial classes we found it easier to communicate the concept

of frequency if participants could hear frequency changes while seeing the

change in waveform on an oscilloscope screen. On a centrally located table,

connect an oscilloscope to a sine wave generator and a small (3") speaker.

Adjust the amplitude of the sine wave generator so that a medium loudness sound

can be heard everywhere in the room. Adjust the vertical

and horizontal gain on the os011oscope so the 200 cycles/

second waveform fills about half the vertical screen and

two peaks and one valley are visible.

During the demonstration, loud and soft sounds can be visually associated

with a larger and smaller amplitudes. Higher frequencies can be visually

associated with more peaks and valleys on the screen (i.e., 4 peaks for 400

cycles/second, etc.).

b. On the same table, have ready an oscilloscope probe, battery, earphone,

wires and a box microphone. The microphone can be connected to the scope to

show voice patterns.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Getting Started (5-10 minutes)

Ask the participants if they have any questions about the home activity.

In trial classes, s...,me participants complained that voice reproduction was

very poor, while other remarked that they were surprised at how well their two

way telephone worked. Explain again the two critical adjustments to the micro

phone: (1) the pencil leads must have very sharp points, and (2) the pencil

leads must be loose, but not too loose, between the electrodes.
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Demonstration and Discussion of Frequency (15 minutes)

Objective: Given several oscilloscope pictures of sound waveforms, participants
will be able to distinguish:
(a) the picture representing the loudest sound, and
(b) the picture representing the highest pitch sound.

Explain that later in the session the particpants will build a crystal

radio receiver. To understand how a radio works, some basic understanding

of frequency is helpful. Before measuring radio frequency, however, they will

learn how to measure frequencies of sound waves with an oscilloscope.

Turn off the room lights and go to the table that you prepared with

the oscilloscope connected to sine wave generator and speaker. Turn the

sine wave generator to about 200 cycles/second. Explain to the participants

that altho:2gh we can't see sound waves, we can use an oscilloscope to produce

pictures which help us to understand what sound waves are like. You may wish

to briefly explain how the sine wave generator and the speaker work.

Explain that the peaks at the top of the oscilloscope screen correspond

to compression bands or higher air pressure; the troughs or valleys atthe

bottom of the screen correspond to rarefaction bands or lower air pressuta.

The horizontal line corresponds to normal air pressure.

Increase the amplitude of the sine waves. Ask the participants, "How has

the sound changed?" (The sound gets louder.) Ask, "How does the oscillo

scope picture change as the sound gets louder?" Explain that the louder the

sound, the more the air molecules are compressed. On the oscilloscope, this

increasld pressure is represented by higher peaks. Now change the frequency

of the sine waves to about 400 cycles/second. Ask, "How has the sound changed?"
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(higher pitch) Ask, "How does the oscilloscope picture change as the pitch

increases?" (More peaks and valleys) Explain that the number of compressions

or peaks produced in one second is the frequency of the sound.

Set the sine wave generator at about 250 cycles/second. Tell the partici-

pants that this sound is middle C. Ask, "What is the frequency of middle C?"

(256 cycles/second) This means that every second the diaphragm of the speaker

is vibrating 256 times and sending out 256 compressions. These compressions

travel in all directions at the speed of sound. Ask, "What is the speed of

sound in air?" (1130 feet/second) At the end of one second, the first com-

pression (of th 256) has traveled 1130 feet. For middle C then, the compressions

are about 41/2 feet apart.

Disconnect the sine wave generator and speaker from the oscilloscope

and connect your microphone and battery. Talk or sing into the microphone

and show participants the voice patterns that appear on the scope.

If you have one oscilloscope, continue with a demonstration of Experiment #1

(page 61). If you have several oscilloscopes, explain to the participants

that they will have an opportunity to examine their own voice patterns on an

oscilloscope and measure a frequency. First, however, they need to learn

how to use their oscilloscope.

Demonstration of How to Use the Oscilloscope (20 minutes)

Objective: Given directions, participants will be able to correctly identified
and adjust the knobs on an oscilloscope.

You can use the following procedure to teach the participants how to use

each knob on an oscilloscope (i.e., on/off, intensity, focus, vertical position,

horizontal po..Ation, volts/division (vertical gain), and time/division

(horizontal gain).

(1) Point out the knob on your scope.

(2) Demonstrate and briefly explain the purpose of the knob.

(3) Instruct_ each group to rind the knob on their oscilloscope and

turn the knob to see what happens.

80
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For the volts/division knob and the time/aivision knob, have the participants

turn the knob to given values (e.g., 0.5 volts, 2 mil'innds). Circulate

around the class to see if each group of families has correLtly set: :brAt krob

to the given value. Depending on the type of oscilloscope you use, you may

need to explain that "m" stands for "milli" (1/1000, one one-thousandth, or

0.001) and "M" stands for "micro" (1/1,000,000, one-one millionth, or 0.000001).

Discussion of How to Measure a Frequency onthe Oscilloscope (5-10 minutes)

Objective: Given directions, participants will be able to explain how to
measure a frequency using their oscilloscope.

Project transparency #1.
Session 4
Transparency 41

HUI TO MEASURE A FREQUENCY

2 cyc es

f

I

Ai
I

r ('

L/
time division

Suppose that this is the voice

pattern you see on your oscillo-

scope. To measure the frequency

of this note, we must determine

how many compressions or 'cycles"

occur in a given time. First

turn the horizontal position

knob until two peaks line up with

the vertical lines on the ncope.

In this example, there are three

peaks or two complete cycles in

three divisions of time. If the

time/division knob is set at

2 milliseconds, the frequency is:

F2 cycles
-

6 milliseconds

2 cycles
0.006 seconds

. 333 cycles/second

You may need to repeat this type of calculation using different examples.

81.
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Experiment 1: Testing your microphone with an oscillosdope (30 minutes)

Objective: Given an osciilur.ope, probe, battery, earphone and loose
contact box mico*Oone, Lhe participants will be able to
(a) determine whicl% letters or sounds the box microphone does

not reproduce wu11, and
(b) measure the frequency of a note they sing (or play) into

the microphone.

F TesExperiment 81

ting Your Microphone with and Oscilloscope

:

Session 4

Materialst microphone, battery, battery holder and clips,
earphone, Fahnestock clips, wire, and an
oscilloscope and probe.

1. Adjust your microphone until you get good voice
reproduction. Connect your icrophone to the
oscilloscope as shown in the diagram below.

Speak or sing into your microphone and observe your
voice patterns on the oscilloscope screen. Do these
patterns look the same as the patterns from the sine
wave generator? How are they different?

2, Determining the Audio Response of Your Microphone

You can determine the audio response of your microphone
by speaking the alphabet letters (or phonic sounds)
into your microphone one at a time and observing
each resulting vave pattern.

Which letters or sounds are reproduced best by your.
microphone?

Which letters or sounds are not reproduced well by
your microphone?

Can you think of any ways to improve the voice
reproduction of your microphone?

Experiment 1 (continued)

3. Measuring an Audio Frequency

.(a) Sing a pure note into your microphone. Quickly
turn the horizontal position knob until two peaks
line up with the vertical lines of the oscilloscope
screen.

(b) Estimate the number of cycles and the number of
time divisions between the two lined-up peaks.

(n) Calculate the total time for these cycles by
multiplying the number of time divisions by the
time setting on your time/division (horizontal
gain) knob. For example, if there were 4 tim
divisions between the two lined-up peaks and the
time:division (horizontal gain) knob were set
at 2 milliseconds, then the total time would be:

total time 4 x 0.002 seconds
0.008 seconds

For the note you sang:

total time

Id) Now calculate the frequency of the note you sang
by dividing the number of cycles by the total
time.

frequency cycles
seconds

ff you find this difficult, you may wish to try a
tonette or recorder.

Pass out experiment sheet #1. Circulate around the classroom, helping

participants adjust their microphones and oscilloscope,- you have

more than 2 families (4-5 people) oscilloscope, rou may want to

divide the class into two groups. The first group can dc experiment #1 while

the second group does the Optional Experiment: Using Your Microphone (See

session III, page 49). After 15-20 minutes, switch the two groups.

82
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If you have one oscilloscope, you can do this experiment as a class

demonstration. Have the children take turns making the sounds of the letters

into the box microphone. For part 3, you may want to use transparency #1

(page 60) to show participants how to measure a frequency with an oscilloscope.

If you have a commercial microphone available, you can compare the voice repro

duction of the two microphones. Participants also enjoy observing and dis

cussing the patterns of overtones produced by different musical instruments

they have brought to class.

When most of the participants have completed this experiment (or demon

stration), have the class put their microphones away and turn off the oscillo

scopes. Aks, "What do you think is the frequency range of the human voice?'

(about 85-1100 cycles/second). Ask, "What do you think is the frequency range

of human hearing?" (about 20-20,000 cycles/second). Frequencies in this

range are called "audio" frequencies.

Experiment 2: Diodes (20 minutes)

Objective: Given a diode, batteries, and a bulb, participants will (a) observe
that diodes allow current to flow in only one direction, and
(b) identify the direction of current flow.

Ask the class what materials or components they think they will need to

build a crystal radio set. List their responses on the board. Responses

vary greatly, but usually include a "tuner", a transistor or integrated

circuit, an antenna, a plug or battery, a dial, etc. Explain to the class that

all radio receivers need a detector of sonle sort. In the first radios, the
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Experiment 12

Diodes

Materials: 1 111734A diode, 3 batteries,.3 battery holdern
and clips, wire, 2 Fahnestock clips, 1 birthdav
candle, and a box of matches.

1. A common type of diode suitable for use in cry :. a

radios is in a glass container vith twn wires, on,
coming out of each of the narrow r' '

Inside this glass container is a small piece of germanium.
Touching the piece of germanium is a sharp wire.

sewe"\_,r---)gY>°'"'.'r

piece of germanium

Any manufactured diodes which are like the Archer dLode
11N34A can be used for simple radios. The Archer diodes
you are using come in a package of 10 diodes for $ 0.99.

The electrical symbol for a diode is:

The direction in which a diode is pointing is sometimes
important. Work with the circuits below may suggest
to you some of the main properties of diodes. The
symbol

corresponds to a diode with its stripe to the right.

The symbol

corresponds to:

Experiment 12 (continued)

2. Connect the circuits below. To the right of each
circuit, describe what happens to the light bulb.

a)

h)

c) Gently heat the diode with a candle flame.

What do you think a diode does in a circuit?

detectors were wafers of quartz crystal (hence the name "crystal" radio).

Later crystals were replaced by vacuum tubes. In the radio that they will build,

the detector is a diode. In Experiemnt #2, they will explore the properties

of diodes.

Have some children pass out the experiment sheets and materials. As you

circulate around the class, encourage families to invent a model to explain

how a diode works. In trial classes, we found that the ch;ldren were very

creative in inventing models. The parents, however, tended to want to know

what is "really" happening in the diode.

When most of the participants have finish, ask the class what they have

discovered about diodes. Discuss some of the children's models. Tell the

participants that in the next session they will exan:ne further the purpose

of a diode in a radio receiver.
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Experiment 3: 1311,1ding a Crystal

Radio Set (75 minutes)

Objective: Given the materials,
participants will be able to
(a) build a crystal radio

receiver, and
(b) tune in at least one

station.

Show participants a com-

plet crystal receiver.

Briefly explain the function

of each component. The

aluminum foil on the card-

board makes the variable

capacitor tuning plates. By

opening and closing the plates,

the radio can be tuned to

differert stations. Show the
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Session 4

Experiment 13

Building a Crystal Radio Se'

to antenna

tuning
plates

to g2444"4k411110°°°1!:71k
earphone

diode

Elementary Science Study. 'Batteries and Bulbs II".
Webster Division of McGraw Hill. N.Y.. 1974.

4MINIllinrasosr
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isperlbent 03 (continued)

1. Winding A Coll

The tube from roll of waxed paper or aluminum Toll
la a good also foe winding coil on.

Punch two holes about 1/3* to 3/4 from lesion end of tbe
cardboard roll. Leave about 1 foot of wife at the end.
One person cos bold and unwind tbe wire while the
second person twists tile tube to wind the coil. If
you get tired, tspe tbe coil to tne cardbotod and

teat Mag fingers fog a *lila.

3. Madio Toning Plates

To change tations on Solt radios. you tarn s dial.
That dial is connected to tuning plata. (variable
capacitori to:aide the radio. Often thesa tuning piste.
are piece. of metal. cleall together but not touching.
When you tarn tne dial. you bring Mem closer together
or further apart.

tom can mike toning plate. for elects radio !tom
folded cardboard, using pieces of altssiNa foil for the
metal plate. and plactic wrap to hoop coo pieces of
foil eras touching. To change ttttt ons with these
plate.. ogees, tbe helves of tbs cardboard togetber
oith mote or lees presooro. Tom will have to sgumore
the tuning Pitts. flat to receive mom stations's for
otber statiooa, tbe plates may have to be opened fairly
widely.

anpetleent 03 (continued!

Caparison! 01 (continued(

a. Cut piece of nardboard absut it' by 12*. Oso
rotor blade and ruler to slit the cardboard eo

it is asy to fold. Do not cut all the way
through the cardboard.

h. Cut two pieces of alrainue foil by 11°. Sting

tm foil to the instructor for opraying with
aim*. Clue tbe two shone of aluminum foil
to the Inner aide of cm, folded cardboard.

c Take two moat Castenera mt,Ang the alueleen

1211 and goon thra ttuough-tba-Cardbo4rd.

d. Tate two theets'ot plastic wrap and fold ores tae
foil. taping edges to the outaide of the folded
ctodb.hts. Attach gontstoo4 'prim clips with

tbe paper fastener.

=130.36112111:111111121113selOnenOOSS.Me

Experiment 03 (continued;

Tbe view germ shar0 oat be trasalatel into am lectrical
diagram in which the symbol, it.4 ((trail/lit lines are

used ta represent parts of lac collo and wire.

('IIIIITHIPIPHIIIT 1

Tbe coil can no bele to tbe center od the board with
carpet tacka. hoot up roar tuning plates, coll.
diode, and sarynorte as shown on the diagram on the
first Pegs.

Attach yoms anteeee wire and ground wire. &pees.
you tuning plates together lath tartans amounts of
pressure untll yoe can hear station.

4. Tbe Circuit Diagram of Tow Nadia

Looting down directly snow. t. poor radio miebt loot
something lite Ulla,

toning
plates

8 6

.11044.1.1

diode

moire; pLetee

serptone -0
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participants a variable air capacLpr from an old radio, if you have one

available. The foil plates correspond to the dial you turn to tune in rei

stations on your receiver.

The plates will work best 11' they are very smooth. The more bumps or

wrinkles they have, the less efficient they will be. Show the participants

the part of the room where they can sprP.,glue the foil r.o the ce.rdboard.

The plastic wrap over the foil is to make sure the plates do not touch when

they are close together.

The induction coil is also part of the tuning circuit. The coil must be

wound.very carefully. Warn the participants that if they have wound several

turns and then accidentally drop the tube, the coil will unwind and they will

have to start over again. To avoid this, they should tape the coils to the

tube about every 50 turns. Then they can stop and.rest their hands for a few

minutes.

Pass out the experiment sheets and materials. You may want to supervise

the sprayglueing. Otherwise, culate around the class, giving help when

needed.

Home Activity (5 minutes)

Objective: Given directions, the participants will be able to find the be.';
antenna and ground in their homes for their crystal radio receivers.

In the last few minutes of class, explain the home activity. Each family

takes home their crystal radio set (with earphones), and the home activity

sheets. Remind participants to bring their radio receivers and a screw driver

to class the following week.



Materials for H. Activity $4

For eh. homs activity this wesk, talcs hens

- the radio you built in class

- wirphons

- I fahnsstock clips

- died.

6 7

Bring all materials, Including your radio, to class next week.
In oda-Cron, bring from home:

- a screw driver.

Moms Activity 4

I. Antennas and Grounds

Tinding the Best Antenna and Ground in Your Moms

A necessary part of any radio receiver' Is the antenna.
Most pockt portable and electric house radios have thir
ntenns built into thii. Almost lwys, a align radio
like the one you built. requires in sternl antnn in
order for you to receive voices and music loud enough
to hear. The better the antenna you use. the louder the
sound.and the largar the number of stations you wall got.

Almost any long vire or larga piece of metal can be
used as an antenna: natal window frames. screws on light
swatches, finger stops on telephones. TV antennas,
very long wires laid on the floor, let out of window.
or taped to a wall. metal desk. or chairs, drain pipes
(Sandpapered at the place whirs wires from tho radio are
connected). Intercom buttons. metal cabinets. wires
from a window to a tree. etc.. (Note, Se aura not
to touch wsll outlets or lamp socket..)

A wire which is co:in:mead from an electrical device
(radio, telephone, tslegraph, etc.) to ttttt faucet,
drain pipe, a radiator, or any other piece of metal

that leads eventually Into the arth.ls grounding tag.
The metal Itself la ground.

for the simple radio you built in class and for ths
radios sugge.ted in this home activity packet. a gmunding
wire is little more than an additional antenna. In
otner elactrical work.a ground acts as protection
against shock.

An Antenna-finder (and a Very Simple Radio)

One possible way to test things in your home to
ass if they make vsable antennas .2 to use the 'antenna-
finder' pictured on the next page. When you hold one
of the end clips in your hand, your body becomes part
of the electrical circuit -- human ants:ina or ground.

Try the antenna finder ov metal objtcts, long
warts. and any other things lietvd above which may turn
out to b4r useful as an antrin - or ground. Listen
carefully for faint voices or music. The objects which
produce the loudest sounds will make the best antenna
or ground for your radio.

The Antenna-Tinder

earphons

clip

Home Activity 4 (continued)

After you have found the b-4; . . ... :ound in
your hope, connect your rdio L. ,. .... How
mny tt ion. cn you receive? .4,--. Ce they in
broadcasting frequency? Try tur :...f .o during the
day and in the evening. Does [.., : ', lake
difference in the number of sta. 4 :sive?
Can you think of any reasons a: .

II. Some Experiments With Your Cadla

Once you have found good an
..draO:indqnyour hom o e fe,you may want to try am.

experiments.

I. What happens if you disconnect the antrinna wire?

2. What nappens if you disconnect the ground wire?

I. What happens if you take out the diode?

4. What happens if you take out the coil?

5, what happens if you take out the tuning plates?

6. You could try making tuning-platris of different sires
(vary large and very small). What offA,t do diffsrent .

sire tuning plates have on tho number ttttt ons
you can receive and the quality of the sound?

7. Do two earphones, on* for ach oar, improve your radio?

O. If you put battery 11.5 volts) into your radio,
berhpa betveem th eerphon nd th diode, will
your rd to work bt ter-

88
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Home Activity 4 (continued)

III. Other Iladio Circuits

You may wish to deaign or invent Debar sinple radio
circuits. Here are lose circuits you could try.

I. Simple radioe

l. Connect an antennafinder to a toil. tuning plates.
and an antenna,

Does this radio work if you ......e one of the diodes?
Both of tha diodes?

Hot. Activity t (continued)

I. If you wind another coil and wake another tuning
plat, you can Connect t..0 stple radios togther.
(You can buy wire at all electronics shops. The
least empenilice wire can be found at A. Man Surplus
and Atm. tlectronicv Inc.)

Doss this radio work better than single radio?

Hoe. Activity 4 (continuad)

IV. A Small bon Radio

alusinum foil and plastic wrap
glimel to place of cardboa

Circuit Owes

paper
iaztenar
under
plastic
wrap

aluminum foil glued to tn.
inside front of the tog

89



Session 5

An Audio Amplifier

OVERVIEW

Participants are introduced to the basic theory of radio transmission and

reception. They use an oscilloscope to observe amplitude modulated and rectified

wave patterns on their crystal radio receivers. They also measure the broad

casting frequency of the radio station to which they are tuned. Participants

learn how transistors can be used to amplify an audio signal. They build

an audio amplifier (with an integrated circuit) and connect the amplifier to

a speaker, battery, and their crystal radio receiver.

MATERIALS

For each family:

Speaker:

1 5-1/2" x 5" board with 2-1/2" hole

1 5-1/2" x 6" board

2 1-1/2" nails

4 #6 round head wood screws

2 811

Amplifier:

1 5-1/2" x 8" board

12 Fahnestock clips

12 #6 round head wood screws

1 6V battery

1.8.11.-ip Tr 't

1 LM 386 twdio Amp. (1'.) (or substitute)

1 220 MT 16V electroiyiic capacitor (axial)

2 10 MF 25V electrolytic capacitor (axial)

1 0.1 MF 50V capacitor (mylar)

SU
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1 0.22 MF 50V capacitor (mylar)

1 lOri 1/4W resistor

1 100r1 1/4W resistor

1 10K audio taper resistor pot

For the class:

Oscilloscopes and probes

#2N1305 PNP germanium transistor (optional)

old radio (taken apart, optional)

resonance demonstrations (optional)

overhead projector

6 transparencies

set of handouts

ADVANCE PREPARATION

1. Oscilloscopes and Antenna

Arrange the tables, oscilloscopes, antenna wire, and group wire in your

classroom in the same way as for the fourth class session. If you have ene

oscilloscope, Experiment #1: Amplitude Modulated and Rectified Waves can be

done as a demonstration.

2. Speaker Holder (Experiment #3)

Each family will build one speaker holder, ralich consists of two pine

boards hammered together, as shown in the diagrams below.

511

91

" or 2 1/2"
hole
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For each family cut one 5" length and one 6" length from a 1" x 6" pine board.

In the 6" length, use a 2" or 2-1/2" hole saw to drill a hole through the board.

Center the speaker over the hole and mark the screw holes (you may want to make

a template.) Using a 3/32" drill bit, drill four holes (for the screws to hold

the speaker to the board). You may also need LQ solder two 18" lengths of #24

insulated solid wire to the speaker connections.

2" or 2-1/2"
hole 0

6" 511

3. Amplifier Board

Each family will build one amplifier, as shown in the diagram below

(top view).

capacitor 100aresistor

(10)/F) (brownblackbrown)

capacitor

(0.22A F)

10Aresistor
capaci or

capacitor

(brownblackblack) (0,14F) (220AF)

variable resistor

(10K pot)

92
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Template for Amplifier Board
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The amplifier consists of an LM 836 integrated circuit (IC), oz.lio amplifier,

and 8pin IC socket, two 1/4 watt resistors, one audio taper pot, two mylar

capacitors, and three electrolytic capacitors (see page 81 for an explanation

of the purpose of these compononts.)

For each family, cut an 8" length from a 1" x 6" pine board. Using the

template on the following page, drill twelve holes in the board with a 3/32"

drill bit (for attaching the Fahnestock clips.) Use needlenose pliers to

gently bend 8 pins of the IC socket, as shown in the diagram. In trial classes

we used 14 pin sockets; the remaining 6 pins were removed from the socket.

.elder a 1-1/2" length of #22 or #24 insulated solid wire onto each pin.

Different co_ored wires are helpful for identification of pins. Finally,

solder 8" to10" lengths of #22 or #24 insulated soliJ wire to the three

connectors of the audio taper pot. (You may want to instruct participants in

soldering and have them solder these wires.) Again, different colored wires

are helpful for identification.

Prepare a ziplock bag for each family containing the wood screws, Fahnestock

clips, nails, and electric components needed to build the speaker holder and

amplifier board. Build and connect a speaker to an amplifier board and radio

for participants to usc as a model.

4. Demonstrations

If you have an old radio availaul-!, you may wa.it to dismantle the radio

so that the components can be easily identified. In trial classes, we found that

the participants particularly enjoyed tracing the connection of the antenna to

variable capacitor and inductor (the tuning circuit).

You may also wish to prepare a demonstration of resonance phenomena to

help explain the tuning circuit of a radio receiver. In trial classes we have

used both springs with weights and sound tubes. These demonstrations are

designed to be used as analogies to the resonance phenomena that occurs in radio

tuning; the tuning circuit is not explained in detail.

Mr7+11%;;ZIPlatagmaismint,P:Mwesc-6
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(a) Springs with Weights: Attach two springs (with different spring constants)

to a stand and suspend identical weights from each spring. Tap a weight

with your finger using different tapping frequencies. At most frequencies

of tapping, the weight merely jiggles. At one frequency, however, the

weight bounces up and down mith a large amplitude. This frequency is

called the "resonant" frequencey.

Demonstrate that the resonant frequency of the second spr'- ; is

different. Changing the spring is like changing the capacitance of the

tuning circuit of a radio (moving the plates closer or farther apart);

a different radio frequency resonates. You may also demonstrate that

changing the weight suspended by the spring changes the resonant frequency.

This is similar to changing the inductance of the coil in a radio tuning

circuit.

(b) Sound Tubes: Connect a sine wave generator to a small speaker. Flace a

mailing tube near the speaker diaphragm and slowly increase the frequency

until resonance occurs. Remove and replace the tube several times so

participants can hear the difference in loudness. with a given length

of tube, there is only one resonant frequency. Now use a second, longer

or shorter tube. Demonstrate that the resonance frequency is different.

Changing the length of tube is like changing the distance between the

plates of the capacitor in a radio tuning circuit.

TEACHING SUnGESTIONS

Getting Started (5-10 minutes)

Ask the participants if they have any questions about the home activity.

In trial classes, some families asked why they could not tune in more than one

station, If they live near a radio transmitter, the signal from this station
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Transparency #3b

Station C
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dominates. Some families asked how they could tune more stations. You can

show them how to make the coil into a variable inductor. The children wanted

to know how to make the radio louder.

Discussion: How a Radio Works (20-25 minutes)

Objective: The participants will be able to explain the basic theory of
radio transmission and reception.

Explain the basic theory of radio transmission and reception. Imagine

a circuit with a long wire called a transmitter antenna. We have seen that a

currentcarrying wire has a magnetic field around it (0erst3d experiment).

Now suppose that the current in the antenna wire is made to oscillate, or flow,

first in one direction, then in the opposite direction. The magnetic field

(and the electric field) around the wire will change in both strength and

direction. These oscillating magnetic (and electric) fields propagate through

space in all directions and are called electromagnetic waves. Electromagnetic

waves travel at the speed of light, 186,000 miles/second.

Suppose that the electromagnetic wave from the transmitter antenna cuts

across a second long, vertical wire some distance away, a receiver antenna. We

know that when this happens, a small current is induced in the receiver circuit

(electromagnetic induction). This current will oscillate in the same pattern

as the original current in the transmitter antenna. The current in the trans

mitter can be made to oscillate in the same pattern as voice or music by using

a microphone. At the receiver, the induced current can be amplified and used

to drive a loudspeaker.

9 Pi
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Radio Frig.
Oscillator
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Session 5
Tcanigpaceney SI
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Project transparency #1 on the overhead projector. Explain that

the amplified audio current from a microphone cannot be used co transmit electro-

magnetic waves. The frequency of audio current is between 15 and 10,000 cycles/

second. The electromagnetic waves generated at these frequencies are very weak,

and are quickly absorbed by air and other objects. The transmitting antennas

would have to be 4 to 10 miles long to efficiently transmit these freqUencies.

Moreover, all transmitters would operate at the same frequency range and there-

fore, signals from different stations could not be separated at the receiver.

These problems are overcome by superimposing the audio si3nal on a high-

frequency radio carrier signal. Radio carrier frequencies range from about

550,000 cycles/sucond (550 kilocycles or 55 on your radio dial) to about

1,500,00C cycles/second (1,500 kilocycles or 150 on your radio dial). At these

frequencies, with transmitting antennas ranging from 160 to 450 feet, electro-
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magnetic waves can be transmitted with maximum efficiency. Moreover, each

radio station can broadcast at a different carrier frequency, so they don't

interfere with each other.

The effect of mixing audio signals with a radio frequency is to increase

or decrease the amplitude of the frequency carrier wave in accordance

with the variations of the sound or audio frequency. The carrier wave has an

"envelope" with the same shape as the audio frequency wave. This process is

called amplitude modulation or AM radio.broadcasting. You may wish to mention

the second means used to put information on a radio frequency carrier, frequency

modulation, or FM radio broadcasting.

AN RADIO RECEIVER

Session
iganspateney

1

Project transparency #2 and explain how the radio recetver works. Many

signals aie received by the antenna of a radio receiver. To select a signal,

the radio receiver must be "tuned" to the radio carrier frequency. The inductance

99
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coil and variable capacitor are used to do this. When you turn your radio

dial to different stations, you are increasing or decreasing the air space

between the capacitor plates. At different settings, the tuning circuit will

respond to only one carrier frequency. If you have an old radio available,

show the participants the tuning circuit and antenna. If you have the demon-

stration equipment available, you may want to demonstrate the resonance

phenomenon.

After a signal is selected, it is sent through a detector. Most detectors

are diodes or transistors. You know that a diode will allow current to flow

in one direction only. The diode "rectifies" the modulated signal, eliminating

the negative half of the wave so the wave pulses are all in one direction.

There is now a direct current signal which is made up of a carrier and the

audio signal. By passing the signal through a filtering device (usually a

resistor and a capacitor), the carrier part of the rectified wave is removed

and only the audio signal remains. The audio signal can be sent directly to

earphones or amplilied and used to drive a loud speaker. If you have an old

radio available, show participants the relevant components.

Experiment 1: AmplitudeModulated and Rectified Waves (40 minutes)

Objective: Given a radio receiver and an oscilloscope, participants will be
able to:
(a) observe amplitude modulated and rectified wave patterns, and
(b) measure a radio frequency.

Explain to the participants that they can connect an oscilloscope to their

radio and observe amplitude modulated and rectified wave patterns. They can

also use the oscilloscope to measure a radio broadcasting frequency, in the

same way they meas.ared an audio frequency last week. Project transparency

#3 and ask, "Where should the oscilloscope probe be placed to look for an

amplitude modulated wave pattern?" (draw in the probe). Ask, "Where should

the oscilloscope probe be placed to look for a rectified wave pattern?" (draw

in the probe).

10 0
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Session 5
Tcanspacency $3

OuIlloscope

Pass out the experiment sheets. Circulate around the class, helping with

oscilloscope connections and triggering. Some participants will need help in

"finding" the amplitude modulated signal. Usually they have the vertical gait

set too low, or the horizontal gain too high. Some participants also forget

to disconnect the earphones before attaching the oscilloscope probe.

Some participants also need help in calculating a radio frequency.

If you have more than two 'amines per oscilloscope, you can divide the

class into two groups. One group can do the optional activity, "A Transistor

in Your Radio," while the second group uses the oscilloscope. After 15-20

minutes, switch the two groups. If you have one oscilloscope, you can do

this experiment as a demonstration.

When the participants have all seen amplitude modulated.. and rectified

waves, have them disconnect the probes and turn off the oscilloscopes. Discuss

briefly the radio frequencies that they measured.
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Session 3

experiment 01

Amplitude riodelsted mid Aectified Pattern.

1. Tame in radio station with yoar set. Illmove the earphones
and cceeect the cancilliciope probe as shove below. ?Urn
the time/division (horksoatel gala) kuob bstwees lee end
24 ouccods and tb volts/ iiiii ion (vertical vele) between
0.1 mad 1 volts. umtil you see clear love petters.

D rew picture of the waveform you se* om the recillosoope
floe. This tees of waveform is called amplitede
modalstoe.

2. To fee the radio frequency better. turn tbu a.c/div asap
to Un. TOU enA measure the frequency c2 your radio
station by counting the number of complete cycles sod the
number of time ions. Turn your time position tech

AAPerlasot 1 (ocatinoed)

experiment 1 (continued)

so peek limes up with vertical line co the perigee.
Than moot the number of iiiii ions to a second peek
Marls lions vp WU vertical line on the scram.

111 cycle. MI
1111.111.1
IMMO nil 11.11 MIN
111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111A11111111111

INIIIIIIIII11111111111111
MEIN 111111 110111

11111111111111111111111111
IMEMEMEMIN

Tor example. in the picture above there ars foes omelets
cycles in three divisions. or in three icroseccada
(0.00000) 'moods). This radio station would he
broadcasting et frequeocy of

a4qc.rirlt.. sec

b!0013 20111t23

1.320.000 crycles/mec

Title le radio tation ISM broadcasting et 1.300
kilocycles or 132 cc your radio dial.

Calculate the broadcasting frequency of the radio statics
you are listening to.

1. Connect the oecilloscope probe to your radio as shown
below.

Preto

Oncillosoopc

If the wevetorm le not showing on your screen. Idlest
the volts/die acuities knob until you wee the vevwform.
Drew picture of the waveform you see.

as you discovered earlier. diode only late correct uow
coe direction la circuit. The diode in TOW radio

cut ofr the negative half of the current. iiiii ng
only toe positive amplitude modulated waveform. Thie
procass is called rectittaation'. The serphone will
respond to the direct current fluctuating es the voice
wove !biasses..

MinfaCe S

Optional expertuent

A frandaltnt in Tour Radio

There ore two common types of transistors call Pee sod
Nee. Tbe tntO4 Wien of tranidat4f lead into partS of the
traosistor called the 'collector". the thaw'. and the
'emitter'.

.-gmrP)": 4.K". sal

collector

tar

for the radio C.Q.Q INOWO. the differences among them
parts ere onimportait. powever. when battery is in the
saws circuit. the different leads must Ds connecter:: fa
certain order tor PUP and PPP tranalrters.

Attaching transistor Oa your radial

Does transistor sound di iiiii nt from diode in year radial
foal

3
..
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Discussion of Amplification (10 minutes)

Objective: Participants will be able to explain how transistors are used
to amplify audio signals.

Explain to the participants that the induced current in their radio circuit

is sufficient to .drive a small earphone, but not large enought to drive a speaker.

To drive a speaker, the audio circuit needs to be "amplified" without distorting

the frequency pattern. Tran.sistors are commonly used for amplification.

Project transparency ;74. Explain that transistors are made from the

same materials as diodes. They have three connections instead of two--a base,

a collector, and an emitter. When a transistor is used for amplification, it

cannot "create" more current. What it does is act like a switch to "turn on"

the current in another circuit with a battery.

Session S
Transparency

A TRANSISTOR AS AN AgPLIFIER

Point out the two circuits--

the control circuit with the

microphone and the working

circuit with the battery and

loudspeaker. If the microphone

is not connected in the control

circuit, the transistor blocks the

current in the working circuit

like the diode. To make current

flow in the working circuit,

there has to be a signal or small

current to the base of.the tran

sistor. When someone talks into

the microphone. a small audio

current is produced at the base.

The transistor then acts like a

104
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switch and "turns on" the working circuit, so a large current flows from the

emitter to the collector. Moreover, the current in the working circuit varies

in exactly the same way as the audio current to the base. The current in the

working circuit is now large enought to drive the speaker;

Explain that the circuit shown in this diagram would not really work as

shown; some components are left out. Amplifiers need cwo or more transistors

plus some capacitors and resistors to filter unwanted frequencies. Explain

to the participants that the audio amplifier they will build today had in it

the equivalent of ten transistors. These transistors are, however, on a small

chip called an "integrated circuit" or IC chip.

Experiment #2: Building an_AIALLImplifier (PO minutes)

Objective: Given appropriate materials, participants will be able to:
(a) follow a circuit diagram to build on audio amplifier, and
(b) troubleshoot the amplifier (make it work).

Show the participants a completed amplifier board. Project transparency

#5 which shows a top view of the Fahnestock clips and electronic components

MIPLIFIER eakRo
5ESSION 5
TRAMSPARDICY IS

10.11:reslitor oipooi or capacitor

(bmA4111d-tiladt) (0.14F) (244f)

varlabla reslitor
(10K pot)

105
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on the amplifier board. Pass out the ziplock bags with electronic components.

The following procedure can be used to help participants both identify the

electronic components and discriminate bewteen the components:

(1) hold up a component and describe its identifying characteristics.

(2) on the overhead projector, show the location of the component in

the circuit.

(3) instruct the participants to find the component in their ziplock

bags. Participants should be able to discriminate between the two resistors and

the two mylar capacitors, find the positive and negative ends of electrolytic

capacitors, and find the small dot in the IC which identifies pin #1. Caution

participants to carefully align the IC pins with the socket when inserting the

IC, so the pins do not get bent.

Ilidoplaa

inorl000t 3
PellAlag an Mlle amplifier

1. Introduction

Put our amplifier. we will use an LM31111 integrated
circuit (IC) audio amplifier. The LUIS is a power amplifier
designed for use in low voltage Mummer applications
(e.g. radio or tape player amplifiers. intOMCMO. TV
sound agstems, line drivers. ultramelc delvers. smell
eervo drivers. and power move The gels Ls
internally set st 20 to tem external part mum low. tot
Um addition ot an external resistor and capacitor between
plas 1 VA I will increase taw gala to any value up to 200.

liguivalent Schematic and Connection Diagrams

Amplifier With Gain 120

0.3.7

-.Wee
+lapis

CIO

1 Li 1
3 7

mares
'es

Audio Amplifier -- nits and Connections

- 1 pine bead 3g. x

- 12 Panneetocl clips

- 1 S-pin IC pocket

- 1 LIUSS Audio hn,

1 CV battery

1 aftemaker

- 1 2201iP 1ST capacitor (axiall

- 2 10IAP 23! capacitors (axial)

- 1 0.1 pP 30V capacitor (1(71azI

- 1 0.22lar 50? capacitate (ogler)

- 1 10IL kW toalotor
- 1 100f1101 MIURA/

- 1 10 It resistor pot

10?
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tsperLasst 2 loontiesed1

COMOCtill TOss Amplifier to Tour Radio. Speatet. sn4 hettety

:11

1111111111111111IIIIIIINS

g

1111111010.01111L

17:414flowip

12.4.

miltaa

Ick
Unsay

Saperiment 2 Icoatiase41

2. leildlag the Spealet Polder

Raterlelge II "speaker. Wee 11e. es112. 2 pine boards.
wood soiree,

Mail Ow two boards together. Screw the speaker onto the
vertical board. en 111011 la the diagram below.

2. Palldiag the Amplifier Soma

llitual, Se pine board. 12 relasetoce clipo. 12 $6 weed
screws. 0-las IC Docket. Un2116 IC udio amplifier.
220 pIP capecitoc. two 10 AAY capacitors, 4.1 }sr
Capaolt0C. 0.22 per comelier. 10,1 tOSIAWC.
short wfte. sad 10141 resister Pot.

(e) Screw the 7ahnestock Clips osto the board. as
ahem La the diagram.

(I) .Commect the grimed wire and the electronic colgoornts
so abowa. Se sure yoe bays the gad eeds of
the capacitors manected correctly. Also. be
sore roe do loot mama* the 1041 wed 10011 resistors.

S. Comm:ring the Amplifier, Radios Speaker. and flattery.

Paterialp crystal radio reoeivet. amplifier board.
sputter. gad 67 battery.

Use your sand:wee to tem station. Disconnect the *ar-
idness and minuet your amplifier board. spooling. fedi*.
sad battery as shows in the Usgrase. Torn the 14141
reeletor pot to adjest the lcodnesa.

If year amplifier does sot work.

1s1 elect ell electronic otemecticos

(b) check to see if radio Is still toned to tatics

1c1 chock yosr speaker aad battery

(41 tierce tee IC (exchange for another)

Have the children pass out the experiment sheets and remaining materials.

Circulate around the class and help participants td troubleshoot their circuits.

In trial classes, we had one IC that did not work, and a few cold solder joints

which caused particular problems. Most problems, however, arose from incorrect

connections (e.g., resistors reversed, connections to or from radio incorrect,

ground wire not connected, etc.) As you help participants, try to model good

troubleshooting behavior by instructing participants to systematically check

connections.
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Optional: Describing the Function of the Am lifier Parts (10 minutes)

Objective: The participants will recognize that each electronic component
in the amplifier has a specif ic function.

If you have time, and the class is interested, you may want to briefly

describe the purpose of the capacitors and resistors connected to the IC.

Pzoject transparency #6.

Explain that the triangle is a

common symbol for an integrated

circuit amplifier. Give the

following brief explanation of

the purpose of the components

connected to each pin of the IC:

(1) 10 LLF capacitor and 10K

pot to pin 3: These com

ponents are a "coupler" to

the radio. They "attenuate"

or greatly reduce the radio

frequency, so only the audio

voltage (current) passes to.

the amplifier:

(2) 1011F capacitor and 100fIresistor bet ween pins 1 and 8: These components

determine the gain or how much the chiP will amplify. The LM 386 IC can

have a gain between 20 and 200, depending on the value of the capacitance

and resistance.
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(3) 0.1 ta capacitor and lOilresistor from pin 5: these components prevent

the IC from "ringing" or oscillating. The LM 386 is also commonly

used as an oscillator, a device like a sine wave generator that produces

oscillating current. To use the IC as an amplifier, we must stop it from

oscillating.

(4) 220ita capacitor from pin 5: This capacitor acts as a "decoupler" from

the amplifier to the speaker. It eliminates the direct current voltage

and only allows the audio voltage to pass to the speaker.

(5) 0.22 tjF capacitor parallel to the battery: You may have noticed that the

electronic components in radios and TV sets usually have very short wires

soldered to printed circuit boards. There is a reason for these short

wires. The amplifier you built had longer wires which act like antennas

and pick up radio static. The 0.22 pF capacitor eliminates this static.

If the component leads were cut very short and soldered to a circuit board,

this capacitor would not be needed.



Appendix A

A Water Flow Model of Electrical Current
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Participants usually have difficulty understanding how less

current can flow in a series circuit and more current can flow in a

parallel circuit (as compared to a onebulb circuit). This difficulty

stems from two misconceptions about electrical current:

(1) A battery must always put out the same amount of current.

A battery does not have a "brain", so it cannot know what

circuit is attached to it.

(2) A bulb "uses up" electrical current. Everyone has an intuitive

feeling that something is "used up" (not conserved) in electrical

circuits. The bulb gives off light and heat, and a battery will

eventually run down. Many people have the idea that it is the

electrical current that is "used up".

Some of these problems can be overcome by introducing a water flow

mode electrical current. In this model, electrical current is

like water flowing through hoses or pipes. The hookup wires are very

large pipes; the filament of a bulb is a very narrow pipe. The battery

can be thought of as a faucet or a very large reservoir of water and a

pump. The water is never "used up"; it continues to flow round and round

the "circuit". Eventually, however, the pump will wear out (the battery

will run down). Diagram 1
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To introduce the water flow model to the participants, you can ask

them to consider a garden hose attached to a faucet. If someone steps

lightly on the garden hose, the hose becomes narrow, and less water flows

throught the hose. This is like comparing a short circuit to a onebulb

circuit.

Suppose that two people step lightly on the hose. The hose is now

narrow in places, like a series circuit. Less water flows through the

hose with two narrow places than if there is only one narrow place.

Now imagine attaching a connection to the faucet so there are two hoses

(see diagram below). With two hoses, there is twice as much water flowing

from the faucet. This is like a parallel circuit.

1 gallon/
minute

2 pints/
minute

Diagram 2

1 pint/ 4 pints/
minute minute
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Diagram 3

The best way to compare current flow in short, onebulb, series, and

parallel circuit is to demonstrate water flow through glass "circuits".

Have a glassblower make four "circuits" out of 80 mm OD glass tubing, as

shown in the digram above.

The constrictions should be as close to the same diameter as

possible. Attach a v, ID latex tubing to the glass tubing, and a

clamp (screw compression or pinch clamp) to one end of the tubing, as

shown in the diagram on the next page.
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Diagram 4

Hold each glass "circuit" with a clamp to a ring stand. Fill a

bucket with colored water and put the latex tubing into the bucket.

The bucket must be positioned above the glass circuits. Siphon water into

each glass circuit, making sure there are no air bubbles in the tubes.

For the demonstration, collect and measure (with a graduated

cylinder) the amount of water that flows through.each circuit in a 10 to

15 second interval of time. Be sure to fill the water bucket to the

smme level before each measurement. First measure the amount of water
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flows through the short circuit. Ask the participants to predict

how much water they think will flow through the single bulb circuit in

the same time, and then measure the amount. Next ask the participants

to predict how much water will flow through the series circuit, then

measure the amount. Finally, ask the participants to predict how much

water will flow through the parallel circuit, then measure the amount.

The measurements will not be exact (because of friction in the tubes

and the fact that the constrictions are not exactly the same size).

They are close enough, however, to show that there is less flow in series

circuits and more flow in parallel circuits as compared to a onebulb

circuit.



APPENDIX B

OPTIONAL DEMONSTRATIONS
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Several optional demonstrations are described below. The equipment for

a few of these demonstrations needs to be constricted; most of the demonstra

tions use commercially available equipment. The demonstrations are designed

to help participants understand the concepts taught in this course. You may

wish to substitute your own favorite demonstrations.

Oersted Experiment and Ampere's RightHand Rule (Session II or III)

Materials: Knife switch and battery or power supply, wire, and Miller Magnetic
FieldAbc.itConductor Demonstrator (Central Scientific #71942-085).

This apparatus consists of a rectangular aluminum frame mounted on a

transparent plastic base (for

use with an overhead projector).

Midpoint oh the upper cross

member of the frame is a

magnetized steel needle which

rides on a pivot. Concentrically

mounted to one upright of the

frame is a clear plastic disk which

serves as a platform for small transparent compasses or iron filings. The

compasses or iron filings can be used to show that a magnetic field circles

a long, straight wire which is carrying current.

Magnetic Field Around a Solenoid (Session II or III)

Materials: Knife switch and battery or power supply, Miller Magentic
Solenoid Demonstrator (Central Scientific #71937-008).

This apparatus consists of a

series of continuous coils of heavy

wire anchored in transparent plactic

(for use with an overhead projector).

Iron filings can be used to show the

magnetic field around a solenoid.
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Electromagnetic Induction (Session III)

Materials: Demonstration galvanometer, battery and knife switch or power
supply, bar magnet, iron bar, primary and secondary induction
coils (Central Scientific #79750-000).

There are several demonstrations you can do with this equipment. Each

demonstration described below is designed to show that when the magnetic field

across a wire changes, a current is induced in Ole wire (Faraday's Law of

Electromagnetic Induction).

1. Connect the primary coil to a

galvanometer. When a magnet is

moved into or out of the coil, a

current is induced in the coil.

When the magnet is held stationary

inside the coil, there is no

induced current.

2. Connect the primary coil to a

battery or power supply and the

galvanometer. When a soft iron

bar is moved into or out of the

'moor

coil, the current changes. There

is an induced current in the same

direction or in the opposite direction to the current flow, resulting in

an increased or decreased total current in the circuit.

11 9
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3. Connect the primary coil to a

battery or power supply and a

knife switch; connect the secondary

coil to the galvanometer (secondary

coil rests inside primary coil). When

the switch is opened or closed, a current is induced in the secondary coil.

When there is a steady current in the primary coil, there is no induced

current in the secondary coil.

4. Connect the primary coil to a

battery or power supply; connect

the secondary coil to the

galvanometer. When the secondary

coil is moved into or out of the

primary coil, a current is induced in the secondary coil. When the secondary

coil is stationary inside the primary coil, there is no induced current in

the secondary coil.

Electromagnetic Induction (Session III)

Materials: Large, powerful horseshoe magnet, L il of wire, flashlight bulb
and socket.

In trial classes, the most

dramatic and convincing demon

stration of electromagnetic

induction was the lighting of

a flaghlight bulb by moving a

coil of wire through the field of

a large, powerful horseshoe magnet.
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Make a coil of wire about 4" in diameter with about 150 turns of #20 bell

wire. Connect the two ends of the wire to a socket which holds a 1.5V flash-

light bulb.

Variable Resistance of a Carbon-box (Session II)

Materials: 1/2" carbon made from carbon rod of a #6 dry cell, two #6
1/2" or 3/4" stove bolts, four #6 nuts, two washers, pill vial,
small box, charcoal or carbon grains, 3V battery, wire, and a
demonstration galvanometer.

This demonstration shows that when carbon grains are closely packed, their

resistance decreases (more current); when carbon grains are loosely packed,

their resistance increases (less current). It can be used to augment a discussion

of how a telephone transmitter works.

I=,

Cut two 1/4" slices from a carbon rod taken from a #6 dry cell. Drill

a hole in the center of each slice for a #6 stove bolt. Find a pill vial

about the same diameter as the carbon slice, and a small box. Assemble the

pieces as shown in the diagram. Fill the pill vial with charcoal grains.
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When the carbon rod is resting firmly on the charcoal, the galvanometer

should register a current flow. Press down on the carbon slice, and the

galvanometer registers an increase in the current. Let go or loosen the

charcoal and the galvanometer registers a decrease in the current.



APPENDIX C

OSCILLOSCOPE INFORMATION
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The oscilloscopes for this course need to have sweep times fast

enough to measure a radio frequency (at least 1 psec/division). To check

if an oscilloscope has the required sweep rate, look under "sweep section",

"sweep time", "calibrated sweep rates", or "time base" when examining the

oscilloscope specifications. Two other oscilloscope features are convenient;

(1) dual trace, so two families can work at one scope simultaneously, and

(2) automatic triggering.

Appropriate dual trace oscilloscopes are sold by several scientific

supply houses (e.g., Fisher, Central Scientific, Thorton, Pasco, and

Tektronix). The cost of these scopes ranges from $800 to $1500. In

trial classes we found the most reliable and easy-to-use oscilloscopes

were Tektronix scopes. For ,:txample, the Tektronix 2213 (60 MHz) dual

trace oscilloscope only costs $1100. It has a full 8 x 10 cm CRT, color-

code,: knobs, and automatic triggering, intensity and focus. It is small

(51/2" high, 13" wide and 20" deep) and only weighs 131/2 pounds.



Experiment #1

Some Predictions

Materials: battery, bulb, 2 wires.

Session 1

1. Try to light the bulb using a battery, a bulb, and two
wires. A few of the many patterns you can try are shown
below. Try to predict whether or not the bulb will
light before you set them up.

A

2. Predict in which examples below the bulb will light.
Mark a Vfor those which you think will light, and an
X for those which you do not think will light. If
you are not sure, you can then test your prediction.

1.

ill

'

2.

111111

M 3. M

Ill
4.

61

si
_

5. 6.

430in
...

7.

1111
5
Ei

8.

II

PI
44

9.

Pill%
0LiMt

25



Experiment #2

Examining the Bulb

Session 1

Materials: battery, battery holaer, 2 battery clips, bulb,
socket, 2 wires, magnifying glass.

1. Make a circuit with a battery, battery holder and
battery clips, bulb, and socket. Draw the wires.

LE!
2. Look at a bulb through a magnifying glass. How many

big wires do you see?

Light the bulb and look at the bulb with a magnifying
glass. The small wire that lights is called the filament.

3. Suppose that for the bulb to light, an "electrical
current" must travel from one end of the battery,
through the filament, and back to the other end of
the battery. What must the inside of a light bulb
look like for the filament to light? Cross out the
diagrams of the bulb that do not explain what you
know about how to light a bulb. Circle the diagram
or diagrams that fit best.

1.

4.

wires

2.

5.

126
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Experiment #3

Two Batteries

Session 1

Materials: 2 bteries, 2 battery holders, 4 battery
clips, bulb, socket, several wires.

Find all the ways you can to light one bulb with two
batteries. Draw diagrams of your circuits below.

For each circuit you discover, determine how the
brightness of the bulb compares with the bulb in a
single-battery circuit. Is the bulb brighter, dimmer,
or the same brightness?
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Experiment #4

Two Bulbs

Session 1

Materials: battery, battery holder, 2 battery clips,
2 bulbs, 2 sockets, several wires.

Find all the ways you can to light two bulbs with one
battery. Draw diagrams cif your circuit.EEelow.

For each circuit you discover, consider the following
questions:

(1) Do the two bulbsglow with the same brightness?
How does the brightness of each bulb compare with
the bulb in a single-bulb circuit? Are the bulbs
brighter, dimmer, or the same brightness?

(2) What happens to the brightness of the first bulb
if you remove the second bur.) from its socket?
Does the first bulb glow brighter, dimmer, with
the same brightness, or go out?
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Experiment #5

How Bright are the Bulbs?

Session 1

Materials: 2 batteries, 2 battery holders, 4 battery clips,
2 bulbs, 2 sockets, several wires.

Predict the brightness of each light bulb in the circuits
below. Then build the circuits and observe the brightness
of each bulb. Write very bright, bright, dim, or out for
each prediction and for each observation.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Prediction:

Observation:

Prediction:

Observation:

Prediction:

Observation:

Prediction:

Observation:
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Expe,: iment #5, continued

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

bulb missing

Prediction:

Observation:

Prediction:

Observation:

Prediction:

Observation:

bulb 1

bulb 2

bulb 1

bulb 2

Prediction: bulb 1

bulb 2

Observation: bulb 1

bulb 2

Prediction:

Observation:

Cbulb missing
130



OPTIONAL CHALLENGES

Session 1

1. Apartment House

An apartment house has three apartments. Each has
a light and a switch, so that each lialretr=t1
can be controlled by its occupant. etaker,
who lives in the basement, has a master swi Loh. He
can turn off the master switch at 11.o'clock at night,

his light,so that no apartment occupant can switch on

s light

even if he wants to.

Design a circuit to do this.

2. Rocket Launching

The President of Transylvania has a rocket
at the capital of Ruvitania. He can launch the
with a switch in his office. In case an emer
arises when he is not at work, ne has given
for his Minister of Defense and his P.amy Co

rocket
aimed

Chief to launch to rocket. The Pre sident
either the Minister of Defense or

gency

the Army r

mMander-in-

Chief to act alone. He has given them swit
that the rocket will be fired only if both

-ches so
agree to

do:::::sitorilust

work their switches together.

-ommander-in-

Design a switch circuit so that either the -resident or
his two subordinates together can launch the rocket.
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CHALLENGE SOLUTIONS

1. Apartment House

Caretakers
Master
Switch

2. Rocket Launching

President/
a/ ___--/ ]

Minister Commander-
of in-
Defense Chief

Session 1

Apartment 1

Apartment 2

Apartment 3

132

Rocket



Experiment b5

The Light Telegraph

Materials: 2 batteries, 2 battery holders, 4 battery clips,
2 bulbs, 2 sockets, 2 switches, several wires.

Session 1

Add a switch to your basic battery and bulb circuit, and
make the bulb light. Draw the wires.

c!D
When you can light the bulb with a switch, you have made
a telegraph set!

Use two switches, two batteries, and two bulbs to make
two telegraph stations. How can you hook up the two stations
so that you can send light signals between stations? Draw
your circuit below.

Ask for the Morse code. Practice making the letters with
the Morse code and sending messages.

Use your Morse code to decode the answer to this question:
"Why do birds fly south in the winter?"

// 0, .90 / . e / ...

Write the names for your family members in Morse Code.

13 3



Materials for Home Activity #1

For the home activity, take home:

2 batteries

3 bulbs

2 battery holders

4 battery holder clips

2 switches

3 sockets

6 wires

Return all equipment next week. In addition, bring from home:

1 screw driver

1 hammer



Home Activity 1

First, predict what will happen to the brightness of each
bulb when the circuits below are changed as indicated.
Then build the circuits and test your predictions. Write
brighter, same brightness, dimmer, or out for each prediction

and for each observaion.

1.

2.

Place a 3rd identical bulb

Prediction:

Observation:

in series with bulb 1 & 2

bulb 1

bulb 2

bulb 1

bulb 2

Place a wire parallel

Prediction:

Observation:

to bulb 2

bulb 1

bulb 2

bulb 1

bulb 2
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3.

4.

Prediction:

Observation:

_
wlINIO

Place a wire between

2 bulbs and 2 batteries

bulb 1

bulb 2

bulb 1

bulb 2

ts-

Place a 3rd identical bulb

Prediction:

Observation:

parallel to bulb 2

bulb 1

bulb 2

bulb 1

bulb 2

Ie.

136



5.

6.

Remove bulb 1

Prediction: bulb 2

bulb 3

Observation: bulb 2

bulb 3

Remove bulb 2

Prediction: bulb 1

bulb 3

Observation: bulb 1

bulb 3



Session 1

CIRCUIT SYMBOLS

Instead of drawing pictures of the actual batteries,
4fre, and bulbs which make up the circuits, most people
dho work with electricity use symbols for these items.
These are the symbols that are widely known and used:

battery bulb

wires crossed but not joined

138

Use these symbols to diagram the circuits you have made.

wires
joined



CIRCUITS - SOME SIMPLE DEFTNITIONS

The definitions given in this booklet refer to circuits
in which the batteries and bulbs are identical. The
brightness of a bulb in a circuit is a qualitative indication
of the amount of electrical current flowing through the
bulb. Thus, if two identical bulbs glow with the same
brightness, then the same amount of current is'flowing
through each bulb. If one bulb glows brighter, then there
is more current flowing through the brighter bulb than through
the dimmer bulb.

I. Closed Circuit

A closed circuit can be defined as a complete,
unbroken path of electrical conductors from one side of
the battery to the other side. If a bulb is in the
circuit, the path is through the filament of the bulb,
which gets hot and glows.

II. Open Circuit

An open circuit occurs whenever a path is broken,
such as

(1) placing non-conducting materials (air, wood,
plastic, etc.) in the path,

(2) disconnecting a wire, or
(3) opening a switch.
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Some open circuits

(1)

III. Series Circuits

(2) (3)

A. Bulbs in Series: Two or more bulbs connected to a
battery so that

(1) all the bulbs light, but are dimmer than in a
single-bulb circuit, and

(2) if one bulb is unscrewed, all the other bulbs
go out.

Some series circuits:

For series circuits, there is only one path fo, he
current, so all the current from the battery flows
through the first bulb, then through the second bulb,
then through the third bulb, etc. Since the bulbs are
dimmer, there is less current flowing from the battery
in a series circuit than in a one-bulb circuit.

B. Batteries in series: Two or more batteries connected
to a bulb so that

(1) the bulb glows brighter than in a single-battery
circuit, and

(2) the positive side of one battery is connected
to the negative side of the next battery.
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Some series circuits:

Since the bulb is brighter, there is more current
flowing out of the batteries connected in series than
from a one-battery circuit.

IV. Parallel Circuits

A. Bulbs in parallel: Two or more bulbs connected to
at battery so that

1.

(1) all the bulbs glow with the same brightness as
in a single-bulb circuit, and

(2) if one.bulb is unscrewed, all the other bulbs
still glow with the same brightness.

Some parallel circuits:

3.

2.
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These diagrammed circuits are equivalent, with
each bulb lighting as though it has its own separate
path with the battery. That is, wire "a" (in circuits
2 and 3) is so "large" that it acts like a separate
wire for each of the three bulbs in the circuits.
Since each bulb has the same'brightness as a single
bulb, there is more current flowing from the battery in
a parallel circuit than in a one-bulb circuit.

The connections for christmas tree lights and for
the electrical outlets in your home are parallel
connections.

B. Batteries in parallel: Two or more batteries connected
to a bulb so that

(1) the bulb glows with the same brightness as in
a one-battery circuit, and

(2) the positive side of the first battery is
connected to the positive side of the second
battery, while the negative side of the first
battery is connected to the negative side of
the second battery.

Some parallel circuits:

The circuits above are equivalent; each battery has
its own path with the bulb. Since the bulb is the same
brightness, there is less current flowing out of each
battery in a parallel circuit than there is from a
single-battery circuit. Although two batteries in parallel
will not deliver more current than one battery in a toy
or appliance, they will last twice as long as one battery;
the toy or appliance does not have to be opened as often
to change the batteries.
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V. Short Circuits

If wire 2 is connected
to the battery as shown, the
bulb goes out and wire 2 gets
very hot. This is called a
"short circuit".

Very little current is flowing through the
filament, and a large current is flowing through wire 2.

Some short circuits:

E2)

Whenever there is a path of wire directly from one
side of the battery to the other, a large amount of
current will flow through this wire; very little current
will flow through any other paths with bulbs.

In your home, short circuits occur when the insulation
of two wires in a cord or inside an appliance wears
away and the wires touch each other, creating a path
of wire from one power line to the other. A large
amount of current flows through the wires in the walls,
which become very hot. To prevent a fire, fuses or
circuit breakers are put into the circuit.
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fuse box

to

power lamp
lines

direction of vrrent

toaster blender
short
circuit

A fuse consists of a thin strip
of very soft metal. When a
short circuit occurs, the
current flowing through the metal
causes it to get hot and melt,
breaking the circuit. Everything
is turned off before the wires

in the walls get hot and start a fire.

A circuit breaker works on the same principle as a
fuse except that its wire doesn't burn out. Instead,
when heated, it acts as a switch and breaks the circuit.
A burned-out fuse has to be replaced. A circuit breaker
can simply be turned on again when the short circuit
(or overloading) has been corrected.

VI. Comparing the current flow in one-bulb, series, and
paral el circui s:

one-bulb

10 units

series

5 units

parallel

20 units

Suppose we were to place a current meter (ammeter)
in each of the above circuits and then measure how much
current flows out of the battery in each case. If 10
units of current were measured in the single-bulb circuit
then:
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1) we would expect 5 units of current to flow
through each bulb in the series circuit.
Also, the two bulbs would be dimmer than the
single bulb in the one-bulb cITE17:E.

2) We would expect 10 units of current to flow
through each bulb in the parallel circuit with
a total of 20 units being measured by the
ammeter. Also, each bulb in the parallel
circuit would be as bright as the single bulb
in the one-bulb circuit.

There are two rules that can help you predict the
brightness of bulbs in complex circuits.

1) the more paths in the circuit, the more current
flows out of the battery

2) the more bulbs in one path, the less current
flows through that path, and the dimmer the bulbs.

Can you use these rules to predict what will happen
to the brightness of bulbs 1 and 2 when a third identical
bulb is added to the circuit, as shown below?

Place a 3rd identical

bulb parallel to bulb 2

Placing a 3rd bulb parallel to bulb 2 adds another
path to the circuit, so the total amount of current
flowing out of the battery increases. Since all this
current must now flow through bulb 1, bulb I will glow
brighter. However, bulb I will not glow as bright as the
bulb in a single-bulb circuit. After passing through
bulb 1, the current then divides; half the current flows
through bulb 2 and half through bulb 3. There is now less
current flowing through bulb 2 than in the original
series circuit, so bulb 2 will glow dimmer.

Try to use the two rules stated above to make your
own predictions.
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Experiment #1

Exploring Magnetism

Session 2

Materials: a tray of wood, metal, and plastic pieces,
assorted magnets, a magnetic compass, and tape.

1. Which objects on your tray are attracted to a magnet?

2. Do all your magnets have both a north-seeking pole and
a south-seeking pole? Use the magnetic compass or
the demonstration magnets to identify the north-seeking
pole of each of your magnets. Mark the north-seeking
pole of each of your magnets with masking tape.

3. List all the facts you know about magnetism.
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Experiment #2

Magnetic Fields

Session 2

Materials: cardboard magnet holder, cylindrical magnet,
jar of iron filings, sheet of white paper.

1. (a) Fold the magnet holder into its proper shape, as
shown below. Place a magnet inside the slot of the
magnet holder. Center the magnet in the slot.

Gm ET tiouDE

(b) Lay a .sheet of paper over th t. c! the magnet,
and sprinkle iron filings onto it. Keep the
sprinkler about six to eight inches above the
paper. Notice how the filings tend to form into
a pattern.

(c) Gently tap the paper with your finger. Where do
most of the filings go? Carefully bring your
magnet holder and sheet to the instructor, who
will spray your pattern with glue so you will have
a permanent record.

.
.

. 1 0. ":
. ...

..
1 .4.s 4.1

2. The iron filings are following the curved path of the
"magnetic lines of force" surrounding the magnet.
Magnetic lines of force are usually drawn with arrows
going from the north-seeking end of the magnet to the
south-seeking end, as shown on the next page. The arrows
indicate the direction the north-seeking end of a compass
needle would point at that location.
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Experiment #2 (cohtinued) Session 2

3. Optional Activity

The diagrams below show the iron-filing patterns of
two magnets. How must you place the poles of each magnet
to obtain these patterns? Can you make patterns like
these?
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Experiment #3

The Oersted Experiment

Session 2

Materials: two batteries, battery holders, wire, switch,
and a compass.

1. Hook up the circuit shown below.

Place the compass away from any metal objects, including
the legs of the table.

Hold the wire above the
2. compass in a north-south

direction (parallel to
the compass needle) as/./".
shown. Press down on the
switch. Does the compass

S N needle move? If so, in

3.

which direction does it
point; east, west, south
or in-between (southeast,
etc.)?

Now reverse the batteries so the current is flowing in the
opposite direction. Again hold the wire above the compass
in a north-south direction. Press down on the switch.
Does the compass needle move? If so, in which direction
does it point?

Hold the wire over the
compass needle in an
east-west direction
(perpendicular to the
compass needle), as
shown. Press down on
the switch. Does the
compass needle move?
If so, in which directioil
does it point?

What happens if you reverse the batteries (current
flow) and repeat this experiment?
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Experiment 43 (continued) Session 2

'I w Tape the wire to the
table or floor in a
north-south direction.
Hold the compass above
the wire so the compass
needle is Parallel to
the wire as shown. Press
down on the switch.
Does the compass needle
move? If so, in which
direction does it

if you repeat this
experiment with the current (batteries) reversed?

point?

Can you predict what will happen

Test your prediction.

5. Can you think of a general rule to predict the direction
of the north end of a compass when it is placed near a
current-carrying wire?
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Experiment #4

Solenoids and Electromagnets

Session 2

Materials: a straw, a large steel nail, aluminum nail,
and brass nail, 13 feet of wire, 2 batteries,
2 battery holders, a switch, a magnetic compass,
and a small container of steel pins.

1. Wrap three layers of wire around the straw on the steel
nail, following the directions giver in class. Do not
cut off the extra wire.

2. Remove the nail from the straw. Connect the circuit shown
below.

Bring the end of the coil near the compass. Does the
compass needle move?

Keep the coil in this position and press down on the
switch. Does the compass needle move? If so, how
much does it swing? Is the effect bigger, smaller,
or the same as in the Oersted experiment?

3. Will your coil pick up pins? Test the coil and see.

Slide the large aluminum nail into one end of the coil.
Push down on the switch. Will the coil pick up pins
now?
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Experiment #4 (continued) Session 2

Slide the large steel nail into one end of the coil.
Push down on the switch. Will the coil pick up pins
now. What happens to the pins when you release the
switch? You have made an electromagnet. Electromagnets
are called temporary magnets. Can you explain why.

4. What do you think the magnetic lines of force look like
around your electromagnet?

(a) Place your electromagnet inside the slot of the magnet
holder. Center the electromagnet in the slot.

(b) Lay a sheet of paper over the top of the magnet,
and sprinkle iron filings onto it. Press down on
the switch and gently tap the paper with your
finger. How does the pattern of iron filings
compare with the pattern for a bar magnet?

(c) If you would like a permanent record of this pattern,
carefully disconnect the electromagnet and bring
the magnet holder and sheet to the instructor
for spray glueing.
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Experiment #5

Building a Telegraph Station

Materials: -electromagnet
-wire
- 1.5 V battery
- 1 wood base (6" x 51/2")
-1 wood piece (4" x 11/2")
- 1 wood piece (3" x 11/2")
- 1 steel band, bent at one end
- 2 steel bands (1 short, 1 longer)
- 2 corks
- 4 Fahnestock clips
- 5 nails (11/2")

- 7 wood screws (5/8" or 3/4")
- 1 carpet tack

Session 2

1. Use your hammer and screw driver to build a telegraph
station. Follow the diagram below and refer to the
models in class.

clapper

clapper holder

clapper screw

telegraph key

switch (longer
steel band)
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Experiment #5 (continued) Session 2

2. Troubleshooting your telegraph: Connect a 1.5 volt
battery to your telegraph station, as shown in the
diagram on the preceding page. Be sure the switch is
open. For the telegraoh to work, there are two critical
distances which must be adjusted; (1) the distance
between the nail head and the clapper (1/6" to 1/8") ,

and (2) the distance between the clapper screw and the
clapper. The clapper screw should touch the clapper,
but not push down on the clapper.

clapper
holder ----*

*---clapper screw

clapper

electromagnet

If your telegraph does not work, try making the
followirlg adjustments:

(1) Remove the clapper holder and move the
electromagnet up or down.

(2) Bend the clapper either up or down.

(3) Loosen or tighten the clapper screw.

Good Luck!
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Materials for Home Activity #2

For the home activity, take home:

I telegraph station you built in class

I telegraph base

1 bag with telegraph parts

1 6V battery

50 feet of wire

1 home activity sheet and booklet "Electromagnetism and
the Invention of the Telegraph"

For next week, bring to class both of your telegraph stations. In
addition, bring from home:

I screw driver
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Home Activity 2

Connecting Two Telegraph Stations

1. Make a second telegraph station like the one you made
in class.

2. Use the 50 feet of wire to connect the two stations
as shown in the diagram below.

Switch 1 Switch 2

411111111iiiii!!!!!::

A STATEON B

3. Suppose you are at station A and you want to send a
message to station B. Should switch I be open or closed?
Should switch 2 be open or closed? Experiment to find out.

Complete the following rule: To send a message, my
switch must be , and my partner's switch must
be . To receive a message, my switch must be

and my partner's switch must be

4. Practice sending Morse code messages between rooms in
you home.
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Electromagnetism and The Invention
of the Telegraph

A deliberaL,! ......arch for a connection between electricity
and magnetism dates froM at least as early as the eighteenth
century. Benjamin Franklin (1706 - 1790) tried to magnetize

.'a needle by electrical discharge. Sir Edmund Whittaker in
hislHistory of the Theories of Aether and Electricity
reports that "In 1774 the Electoral Acadamy of Bavaria proposed
the question, 'Is there a real and physical analogy between
electric and magnetic forces?' as the subject.of a prize."
In 1805 two French scientists attempted to determine whether
a freely suspended battery would, like a Magnet, point in
a fixed direction relative to the earth. The connection
between electricity and magnetism was finally discovered in
1819 by Hans Christian Oersted.(1777 - 1851).

Oersted was born in Denmark, And as a young boy, worked
in his father's apothecary shop (drug store). He later
studied at the University of Copenhagen, traveled through
Europe, and in 1806 was appointed professor of physics and
chemistry at the University of Copenhagen.

In 1819, Oersted (along with half of Europe's scholars)
was experimenting with electric currents and magnetism.
As part of a classroom demonstration, he brought a magnetic
compass needle near a wire through which a current was
passing. To his great surprise, the compass twitched!
The compaSs pointed neither with the current nor against it,
but in a direction at right angles to it. When he reversed
the direction of the current, the compass needle turned
and pointed in the opposite Airection, but still at right
angles to the wires.

.ThiS was the first demonstration o connection between
electricity and magnetism, so th.;3t Oersted's ,xperiment
may be considered the foum2ation of the new study of

.-vse 'Zavarmatt.M. ustiLepsweAwmtag, vam.ainumma



electromagnetism. Oersted wrote to all his scientific
friends telling them of his discovery; then he published a
report about his experiment in 1820. Soon all the scientists
of Europe and America had heard the news and were busily
experimenting with this new discovery.

One of these scientists
was the French Physicist
Andre' Marie Ampere (1775 -
1836) . Within one week
after Oersted's work
had been reported to the
French Academy of Science,
Amp6re showed that the
deflection of the compass
needle could be expressed
by what is now known as
the "right hand screw
rule". The right hand
is imagined as grasping
the wire through which
the current runs, with
the thumb pointing in
the direction of the
current. The fingers
then indicate the direction
in which the north pole
of the a magnetic
compass needle will be
deflected. The compass
will be deflected in the
direction of the curling
fingers at any point
around the wires, so
that one might imagine a

magnetic force circling the wire. This was the beginning of
the concept of lines of force that Michael Faraday (1791 -
1867) was to generalize.

The magnetic field circles
a.long straight wire which
is carrying a current.
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In setting up the right-hand screw
rule, one had to decide in which direction
the current was traveling. There was no
clear indication of that from the wire
itself. It was a matter of convention only
whether the current was flowing from the
positive pole to the negative pole or
visa versa. It seemed natural to take the
flow from positive to negative. That
convention has been used ever since,
although we now know that electric charges
travel from the negative pole to the
positive pole. However, taking things
in reverse does not affect the physics as
long as the definitions and directions
are consistent.

Ampere also worked with a coil of wire which he named
a solenoid. He thought that if a wire were wrapped into a
solenoid, the magnetic effect of the current would be
stronger. He was right. The magnetism was stronger, but
now it was concentrated at each end of the solenoid. A
solenoid carrying a current acts like a bar magnet; each
end of the solenoid is like a magnetic pole.
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The solenoid was only a weak magnet, but it was the
forerunner of the most useful application of the magnetic
properties of electric currents, the electromagnet. An
electromagnet is a coil of insulated wire wound spirally
back and forth in a number of layers around a soft iron core.
When the wire is connected to a battery or another source of
electrical current, an electromagnet behaves just like, and
can be made much stronger than, any permanent magnet.

The first electromagnet was made in 1823 by the English
scientist William Sturgeon (1783 - 1850). Sturgeon was a
shoemaker's apprentice in early life. He was educated in
the army with the help of his officers who apparently
recognized his ability.

Sturgeon's own addition to Ampere's solenoid, perhaps
accidental to begin with, was to wrap bare wire about an iron
core making eighteen turns or so. The iron core concentrates
or magnifies the magnetic effect. Sturgeon used an iron
core bent in the shape of a horseshoe. He varnished the
core to insulate it and keep it from short-circuiting the
bare wire. His electromagnet could lift nine pounds--
twenty times its own weight--while the current was running.

Four years later, the American physicist Joseph Henry
(1797 - 1878) made two small but very important improvements
to the electromagnet. Henry came from a poor family, and
at thirteen, was apprenticed to a watchmaker. There is a
story that at the age of sixteen, while on vacation at a

By placing an iron core through the solenoid,
magnetism is concentrated and the magnetic field
strengthened.
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relative's farm, Henry chased a rabbit under a church building.
He crawled underneath, found some of the floorboards missing,
and promptly abandoned the rabbit to explore the church.
There he found a shelf of books. One was a book called
Lectures on Experimental Philosophy, which he began leafing
through. This book is said to have aroused his curiosity
to such an extent that he returned to school.

He entered the Albany Acadamy in New York, teaching atcountry schools and tutoring on the side to earn his tuition.
After graduation, he was about to enter medical school
when the offer of a job as surveyor turned him towardengineering. By 1826 he was teaching mathematics andscience at Albany Academy.

In 1829 Henry heard of Sturgeon's electromagnet andthought he could do better. The more coils of conducting
wire one could wrap around an iron core, the greater the
reinforcement of the magnetic field and the stronger themagnet. The only trouble was that when one started to wrap
more layers of bare wire around the iron core, the wires
bouched and short circuited.

It was necessary therefore to insulate the wires.
Insulation would not interfere with the magnetic field, butit would prevent short circuiting. Insulation was not easy
to come by in those days, so legend has it that Henry
tore up one of his wife's silk petticoats for the purpose.In the years to come a great deal of Henry's time was putinto the exceedingly boring task of slowly wrapping insulationabout wire.

By 1831 Henry had developed an electromagnet that wouldlift more than one ton of iron. In 1832 he was rewarded
with a professional appointment at Princeton. But electro-magnets were more than a matter of brute strength. Henrybuilt small, delicate electromagnets that he used in an
elementary telegraph that operated through a mile of wire.

electromagnet

battery
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Imagine a small electromagnet at one end of a mile of
wire, with a battery and a key at the other end. When the
key is pressed and a current flows, a soft iron bar held
by a spring is pulled towards the coil. If the key is
then released, the current is broken, the electromagnet
loses its force, and the small iron bar is pulled away by
the spring attached to it. By opening and closing the key
in a particular pattern, the iron bar a mile away can be
made to open and close, clicking away in the same
particular pattern.

However, the longer the wire, the greater the resistance
and the smaller the current flowing through the wire.
There is,then, a practical limit to the distance over
which such a pattern can be sent. To overcome that problem,
Henry invented the electrical relay in 1835. A current just
strong enough to activate an electromagnet would lift a
small iron key. This key,when lifted,would close a second
circuit with a battery so more current would flow in this
second circuit. This,in turn, would activate another relay,
and so on. In this way the current would travel from relay
to relay and could cover long distances without weakening.

Henry did not patent any of his electrical devices.
He believed that the discoveries of science were for the
benefit of Ai,. humanity. As a result, it was Samuel Morse
(1791 - l87 AO worked out the first telegraph put to
practical LIE, and it is Morse who usually gets credit as
the inventor or the telegraph.

Samuel Morse graduated from Yale in 1810 and went
to England to study art. At home he achieved considerable
fame as an artist, but little wealth. He unsuccessfully
ente,:ed politics as a member of the Native American party
(a group of anti-Catholics and anti-immigrants).

During the 1830's he caught the fever of electrical
experimentation from Charles Jackson (American chemist,
1805 1880), a fellow passenger on an ocean voyage.
Morse decided to build an electrical telegraph but found
that he could not, since he had no knowledge of or training
in science. He met Joseph Henry by accident, and Henry
gave his help freely, answering all of Morse's questions.
The first telegraph model was constructed in 1835. Morse
then b-Igan to try to enlist support for the construction
of a telegraph. Ten years later he finally managed to
persuade a reluctant congress to appropriate $30,000 to
build a telegraph line over the forty-mile stretch from
Baltimore to Washington. It was built in 1844, and it
worked. Morse's first message was "What hath God wrought?"
sent in a code of dots and dashes that he invented and that
is still called the "Morse code".
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Morse never acknowledged Henry's help in designing
his telegraph. In fact, during a prolonged litigation
with Charles Jackson over priority in the invention of
the telegraph, Morse tried to maintain that Henry had neverhelped him. Henry, testifying at the trial, was easily
able to prove that he had, in fact, helped Morse.

Meanwhile, Sir Charles Wheatstone (1802 - 1873), an
English physicist, also invented and patented a telegraph
in 1837, slightly ahead of Morse. Wheatstone also
constructed his telegraph only after a prolonged visit
from Joseph Henry. Henry, an idealist, did not mind notsharing in the financial rewards of the telegraph. It
bothered him, however, that neither Morse nor Wheatstone
ever publicly acknowledged Henry's help.
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Experiment #1

A Telegraph Challenge

Materials: wire, batteries, 2 telegraph stations

Session 3

1. Find a way to connect your two telegraph stations so
messages can be sent and received simultaneously.
Draw the batteries and wires in the diagram below.
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Experiment #2

A Galvanometer

Session 3

Materials: 15 feet of wire, hook-up wire, 2 batteries,
2 battery holders, a switch, a compass, a ball
of clay, and a cardboard piece marked "galvanometer
base"

1. Starting about 18" away from the end of the wire,
wind several turns around four fingers of your hand,
as shown below.

.°)
Leave another 18" of wire at the other end. Twist the
two wires together, and remove the coil from your fingers.

2. Slide the compass into place inside the coil and hold in
position with clay on the galvanometer base. Your
galvanometer is now ready to use.

3. Place the finished galvanometer on the floor (away
from metal table and chair legs). Turn the compass so
the coil of wire and the compass needle are both lined
up in a north-south direction, as shown, Connect the
galvanometer to the battery and switch. What happens
when you close the switch?
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Experiment #2, Continued

4. Can you explain how a galvanometer works?



Experiment g3

Electromagnetic Induction

Session 3

Materials: 2 Fahnestock spring clips, a holseshoe magnet,
your galvanometer, and 15 feet of wire.

1. Make a second coil just like the coil you made for the
galvanometer. Attach the ends of this coil to the ends
of the galvanometer using the Fahnestock clips, as
shown. Be sure the compass needle and the coil are lird
up in the north-south direction.

2. Hold the coil in one hand and the magnet in the other.
Move as far away from the galvanometer as the wires
permit. This should be at least three feet. Push the
open end of the horseshoe magnet through Lhe coil. Did
you see a very tiny movement of the compass needle?
Pull the magnet back out. What happens this time?
Move the magnet in and out of the coil several times in
a row. Now try holding the magnet stationary and moving
the coil through the end of the magnet. What happens
now?

3. The property of a magnet to produce an electric current
in a wire is called electromagnetic induction. (This
discovery was first made by Michael Faraday in the year
1831.) Today, huge coils, moved by steam or water
power, are made to turn inside magnetic fields. These
diwices, called generators or dynamos, help to produce
the electricity that we use. Can you think of any other
devices that use the principle of electromagnetic
induction?
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Experiment #4

A Box Microphone

Session 3

Although Alexander Graham Bell is credited with the
invention of the telephcne, it was Thomas Edison who devised
the first telephone transmitter that could be used over
long distances. Unlike Bell's limited-range instrument,
Edison's transmitter took advantage of a wonderful property
of carbon: if a loose pack of carbon particles is squeezed,
the electrical resistance of the pack decreases. In other
words, when current is passing through the pack, more current
will flow when pressure is applied.

Edison had the idea that voice waves could apply that
pressure, and he was right. In the carbon transmitter he
perfected, loud voice sounds (upon striking the carbon
particles and compressing them) caused larger currents
than did quieter sounds. These vibrations in cuErent traveling
down a transmission line regulated a receiver at the other
end of the line which reproduced the sounds of the speaker's
voice. This use of carbon in a telephone is still practiced
today. Edison's carbon particle device, then, was the
forerunner of the modern telephone transmitter. It was,
if fact, a microphone.

The box microphone pictured below is similar to Edison's
in at least one respect: it is a closed-circuit system,
which means that current is constantly flowing. Edison's
first "speaking telegraph transmitter" (patent no. 474,320)
included this important concept. Bell's instrument did not,
which is one of the reasons its range was limited to only a
few miles. However, the box "mike" is not a carbon-particle
transmitter, even though it uses carbon. It is a loose-
contact mike. It won't give anywhere near the sound quality
that Edison's did. Nevertheless, it is an extremely
sensitive detector of sound and one that can be fun to
make.



Experiment #4 (continued)

How Does Our Mike Work?

Being a loose-contact detector, the box microphone has
the same high sensitivity to vibrations as insecure electrical
connections. You've no doubt noticed how easily a loose
light bulb flickers when someone passes by. So it is with
our mike. The carbon electrodes loosely support the pencil-
lead rod. The slightest vibration, like from a sound,
will disturb the rod. when the circuit is closed and current
is flowing through the earphone, this disturbance changes
the current flow. The earphone responds to these changes
and, hence, tends to imitate the sound.

Materials Needed to Build the Mike:

-Carbon Electrodes: the carbon electrodes were made
from the carbon rods from a #6
dry cell

-Carbon rod: 1 3/4" piece of pencil lead (pencil lead is
actually graphite, a form a carbon)

-Sounding Board: small cardboard box

-Earphones

-11/2 volt battery

-Handle: wooden dowel

-M,1'or Items: 2 machine screws, 1 wood screw, 4 nuts,
3 washers, 2 Fahnestock spring clips,
and 50 feet of wire.

How to Build the Mike:

1. On the flat side of each carbon electrode, make a small
depression for the pencil lead to rest in. Use a nail
to gently drill a dimple in each electrode.

dimple

2. With a nail, jab two holes in the bottom
of the box 2" apart. With a razor blade,
enlarge one hole to about 1/2" long. Jab a
hole in the side of the box and attach the
dowel handle with the wood screw and
washer.
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Experiment #4 (continued)

3. Attach the two electrodes to the inside of the box as
shown below. The second nut is for attaching wires to
the electrodes.

noeu%

am
-448

washer

P

/0
r IIIINOWMAYMMACOMOMMIZI

+-carbon electrode

box

4. Sharpen both ends of a 1 3/4" length of pencil lead on
fine sandpaper. Now we come to the tricky part. The
pencil lead must fit between the electrodes so that

is free to move slightly. If it is held firm,
our loose-contact microphone won't have a loose
contact . . . consequently, it won't work. At the same
time, the fit shouldn't be sloppy either. Move the
electrode in the slot back and forth until the pencil
lead is held loosely in the depressions.

5. Hook up the microphone, battery, and earphone as shown
in the diagram on the first page. If you can't hear
your partner speaking into the mike, adjust the pencil
lead (tighten or loosen) until you get good sound
reproduction.

CONGRATULATIONS! You have just made a one-way telephone
with a loose-contact carbon transmitter. Can you explain
how your telephone works?
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Optional Experiment

Using Your Microphone

Session 3

1. Does you microphone work better if you talk into the
inside of the box or to the back of the box? Can you
think of any reasons why?

2. Hold the box against a wall or door and have someonc talk
on the other side of the wall or door. Can you hear
the person talking? Can you explain how you can hear
through a wall?

3. Further Experiments You Can Try:

a. Can you use a sewing needle instead of a pencil lead?
Try it with the point down, then with the point up;
turn it to find spots of higher sensitivity.

b. See what happens if you use a pencil lead of a
different hardness (#1, #3, or #4). Split a pencil
open lenghwise with a razor blade to get out the
lead.
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Home Activity 3

A Two-Way Telephone System

1. Build a second microphone with a small box at home.
You now have two microphones, two earphones, a battery,
and some wire. Can you figure out how to connect the
microphones and earphones so you can both send and
receive voice messages from different rooms. Draw a
diagram of your telephone circuit below.

(If you have trouble, the circuit 'diagram is in the
attached envelope)
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microphone

earphone

Home Activity 3

Two-way Telephone System

(You may need to use more than one battery)
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Electromagnetic Induction and the First Telephone

After Oersted had shown that an electric current could
produce magnetism, scientists were bound to ask the next
question: could magnetism produce electricity? Many
scientists worked on this problem, and in 1831 two people
reached an answer almost at the same time. One of these was
the English scientist Michael Faraday (1791 - 1867) . The
other was the American scientist,Joseph Henry (1797 - 1878).

Faraday and Henry lived thousands of miles apart, but
their lives were alike in many ways. Each came from a
poor family, and each began to earn his own liVing while
still a young boy. Faraday was apprenticed to a bookbinder,
and Henry to a watchmaker. Both boys first became interested
in science when they happened to read books .on this subject.
And each became a great scientist and the head of a large
scientific research institution in his own country.

In 1812 a customer gave Faraday tickets to attend the
lectures of Humphry Davy (1778 - 1829) , director of the
Royal Institution. Faraday took careful noteb which he
elaborated with colored diagrams. He sent these notes
and diagrams to Davy, who was so impressed that he hired
Faraday as an assistant. In 1825 Faraday became the
director of the laboratory.

In 1831, Faraday did an experiment that gave him
the first hint that electricity could be produced from
magnetism. During a total of 10 years of further experimentation
and thinking, that hint was broadened and enlarged to become
the basis for the telephone, electric lighting, and electric-
power developments that came about in the next half century.

Two of Faraday's experiments will be described. In
the first experiment, Faraday wound a coil of wire around
one segment of an iron ring. Th3s coil was attached to a
battery. The circuit could be opened or closed by a key.
If he closed the circuit a magnetic field would be set
up in the coil as Ampere had shown and it would be concentrated
in the iron ring as Sturgeon had shown.

Then suppose that a second coil is wrapped around
another segment of the iron ring and connected to a
galvanometer. Faraday thought that the magnetic field
created in the iron ring by the first coil might set up
a current in the second coil, and the galvanometer would
indicate that "induced" current.
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The experiment worked, but not in the manner Faraday
had expected. There was no steady flow of electrical
current in the second coil to match the steady magnetic
force set up in the iron ring. Instead, there was a
momentary flash of current, marked by a jerk of the
galvanometer's needle, when he closed the circuit. There
was also a flash of current, in the opposite direction,
when he broke the circuit.

Primary
Circuit

Secondary
Circuit

Galvanometer

In making the report that went into his laboratory
journal, Faraday called the circuit that included the
galvanometar the secondary circuit, and the current formed
the induced current. By contrast, the battery circuit
was referred to as the primary circuit. He wrote in his
journal:

"An electric current is induced in the
secondary circuit at the instant that.the key is
closed in the primary circuit . . . A current is
also induced when the key is relased. It's
direction is opposite to the pre,,ious induced
current. There is no induction while the current
is flowing steadily in the primary circuit."

Note: From this first experiment by Faraday and a
similar experiment by Henry, came the modern transformer.
A transformer is a device that makes it possible to send
electric power over long distances. Transformers are an
important part of telephone, radio, and television systems
also.
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Because Faraday was uneducated, he c;.:lti not explain
this phenomena mathematically. He made up for tlAs tNroqgh
his intuitive ability to pictorialize, an ability perhaps
unequalled in scientific history. He began to visualize a
magnetic force stretching out in all directions from a
magnet or electric current that served as its starting point.
It filled space as a kind of magnetic field. Lines could
be drawn through that field representing all points where the
strength of the magnetic force was equal. These Faraday called
"lines of force", and it was along these lines, it seemed
to him, that iron filings aligned themselves, thus making
them "visible". This was the beginning of a picture of the
universe as consisting of fields of various types. The
field universe was to be associated with James Maxwell
(1831 - 1879) a half century later and with Albert Einstein
(1878 - 1955) after an interval of another century.

Faraday pictured magnetic lines of force as real lines.
When a circuit was closed and current was set flowing, the
lines sprang outward into space. When the circuit was broken,
they collapsed inward again. Faraday decided, then, that an
electric current was induced in a wire only when the lines
of force across a wire or through a coil changed. In his
transformer, when the current started in the primary circuit
coil, the expanding lines of force increased throuGil the
secondary circuit coil and accounted for the short burst
of electric current. Once the original current was established,
the lines of force through the coil no longer changed and
there was no current in the secondary coil. When the circuit
was broken the collapsing lines of force through the coil
decreased. A burst of electric current resulted again,
but in a direction opposite to that of the first.

Faraday demonstrated his theory involving changing
lines of force with a second experiment. He inserted
a magnet into a coil of wire attached to a galvanometer,
as shown on the next page. While the magnet was moving into the
coil or out of the coil, current flowed through the wire.
If the magnet was held stationary and the coil moved over
the magnet, there was current in the wire. In both cases
the magnetic lines of force through the coil were changing.
If the magnet and coil were both held motionless, whether
the magnet was within the coil or not, there was no current.
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galvanometer

Magnet not moving;
no current flowing

Magnet moving toward coil;
current flowing

Magnet at rest in coil;
no current flowing
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The Telephone

One day in 1876 the U.S. patent office received two
communiCations describing a telephone. The first description
was in tl:le form of a patent application by a 29 year-old
amateur Inventor whose name became world famous, Alexander
Graham.Oell (1847 - 1922). The second description, which
arrived only hours later, came from a 41 year-old professional
inventor Elisha Gray (1835 - 1910).

Bell was born into a family interested in the problems
of speech. Both his grandfather and his father had been
teacher5 c)f speech, teaching deaf people to talk and
training Stammerers to speak properly. In 1871 the Bell
family 010Ved from Scotland to the United States, and in
1873 Bell was appointed professor of vocal physiology at
Boston Chiversity.

HoVever, when Bell made the first workable telephone,
he was pot thinking of speech at all. He was trying to
improve the telegraph Morse had invdnted nearly forty
years erlier. Both Bell and Elisha Gray were trying to
find a 1//a of sending several telegraph messages at the same
time over a single line (multiplex telegraphs) when they
simultaneously Anvented,a telephone.

EliSha Gray was born in Ohio. His early interest in
the electrical aspects of telegraphy led in 1867 to his
first pat(nt for a self-adjusting relay. This device earned
Gray enough money for him to secure a partnership in
Western Electric Manufacturing Company, the sole supplier
of tele5raphic equipment to Western Union. Gray knew that
the inventor of a Multiplex telegraph system would earn a
great deal of money.

Meanwhile, Bell was hired by Gardiner G. Hubbard to
tutor hiO deaf daughter (who Bell later married). Hubbard
was a telegraph enthusiast. He provided Bell with enough
money to hire an expert 'nstrument maker to help with the
work on the multiplex trAegraph. By the summer of 1875
Bell's work had convinced him it was possible to transmit
speech, the same conclusion that had been reached earlier
that same year by Gray. Although Gray had set the notion
aside in favor of further work on multiplex telegraphy,
Bell's keen interest in the voice made him feel that such
an achieVeMent would be of the first importance, and he
continued Work on his "talking telegraph".
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In February of 1876 Gray finally filed with the Patent
Office what was known at the time as a caveat or warning. A
caveat was supposed to give the Patent Office official notice
of an inventor's basic concept. After filing a caveat the
inventor would develop the concept into a working device and
then apply fcr a patent. Gray's talking telegraph caveat
potentinlly interfered with Bell's patent application for the

ne filed the same day. If Gray had filed a patent
applic Lion immediately after receiving this notice of possible
interfcLonce, he could have been credited with the invention
of the telephone. However, the experts in telegraphy, including
Gray himself, did not think the telephone had any commercial
value, so Gray let the matter drop. The telephone was left to
the amateur Alexander Graham Bell.

A diagram of the first commercial telephone is shown
on the next page. An iron disk is attached to a skin
drumhead. Coils of wire are wrapped around a permanent
magnet mounted behind the disk. Some of the lines of
force from the magnet go through the coil to the iron disk.

When you speak directly into the mouth piece of the
transmitter, sound waves or vibrations strike the drumhead,
causing the drumhead and disk to vibrate in the identical
pattern of vibrations as the words you are speaking. These
vibrations change the space between the disk and the magnet,
so the number of lines of force pushing through the coil
of wire wound around the magnet also changes. This changing
magnetic field induces an electric current in the coil whose
strength changes according to the original sound vibrations.

When the varying electric currents from the transmitter
flow into the coil of the receiver, the coil forms a magnetic
field which aids or opposes the permanent magnet. Therefore,
the iron disk is attracted to the magnet with a varying amount
of magnetic force (pull). This causes the iron disk and
drumhead to move back and forth with the same pattern as the
transmitter disk and drumhead. The drumhead pulls and pushes
the air into vibration at the same rate. This air vibration
is the "voice" you hear in the telephone receiver.

Modern telephone receivers ar3 almost exactly the same
as this first telephone receiver (see Diagram II) . Instead
of a drumhead, however, there is a thin, aluminum diaphragm.
The diaphragm is surrounded by a permanently magnetized iron
ring (called the armature) . On the underside of the diaphragm
is a disk-shaped permanent magnet. This permanent magnet
providesia constant pull on the armature. Under the permanent
magnet oft the diaphragm is O)e electromagnet. The electromagnet
is a cylinder of soft iror /ith a thin wire wound around
it formilg the coil.
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ALEXANDER BELL'S FIRST COMERCIAL TELEPHONE

Drumhead ilagnet Iron Disk

... .wwwww..1r.

Transmitter Receiver

Diagram 1
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MODERN TELEPHONE RECEIVER

magnet

DIram II

nermaneutly magnetized iron

electromagnet

aluminum diaphragm
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Bell's 11rst commercial telephone could only operate
over a few miles, and voice reproduction was very poor.
Two improvements on this simple telephone were (1) batteries
and transformers to give more powerful currents, and (2)
a different, more sensitive transmitter invented by Thomas
Edison. Edison's first transmitter is almost exactly like
the ones used today (see Diagram III). The diaphragm of the
transmitter is a circular piece of thin aluminum, the outer
edge of the diaphram is held in place, but the rest of the
surface is free to vibrate. On the underside of the diaphragr
there is a small, gold plated brass dome which is nestled
in a chamber containing small grains of carbon. When the
handset is lifted from the cradle, the carbon in the chamber
becomes part of the electrical circuit and current passes
through it.

Diaphragm

MODERN TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER

Diagram III

Carbon chamber

DOM@

Loosely packed

carbon
*r,ghtly packed

carbon
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When you speak directly into the mouthpiece, sound
waves strike the diaphragm causing it to vibrate in the
identical pattern of vibrations as the words you are speaking.
This, in turn, causes the small dome to vibrate in the carbon
chamber, so the carbon grains are pressed close together and
then loosened in turn. When the carbon grains are loosely
packed, little current can pass from one grain to the other,
so not much current flows in the circuit. When the carbon
grains are pressed closer together, they make better contact
and more current can flow. The changes in current in the
circuit follow the same pattern of changes in the sound
waves of the speaker's voice.
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ALEXANDER BELL'S FIRST CHERCI AL TELEPHONE

Drumhead Magnet

))i)

Transmi tter

19Y

Iron Disk
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MODERN TELEPHONE RECEIVER
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Session 4

Experiment #1

Testing Your Microphone With an Oscilloscope

Materials: microphone, battery, battery holder and clips,
earphone, Fahnestock clips, wire, and an
oscilloscope and probe.

1. Adjust your microphone until you get good voice
reproduction. Connect your microphone to the
oscilloscope as shown in the diagram below.

Speak or sing into your microphone and observe your
voice patterns on the oscilloscope screen. Do these
patterns look the same as the patterns from the sine
wave generator? How are they different?

2. Determining the Audio Response of Your Microphone

You can determine the audio response of your microphone
by speaking the alphabet letters (or phonic sounds)
into your microphone one at a time and observing
each resulting wave pattern.

Which letters or sounds are reproduced best by your
microphone?

Which letters or sounds are not reproduced well by
your microphone?

Can you think of any ways to improve the voice
reproduction of your microphone?
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Experiment 4t1 (continued)

3. Measuring an Audio Frequency

*(a) Sing a pure note into your microphone. Quickly
turn the horizontal position knob until two peaks
line up with the vertical lines of the oscilloscope
screen.

(b) Estimate the number of cycles and the number of
time divisions between the two lined-up peaks.

(c) Calculate the total time for these cycles by
multiplying the number of time divisions by the
time setting on your time/division (horizontal
gain) knob. For example, if there were 4 time
divisions between the two lined-up peaks and the
time/division (horizontal gain) knob were set
at 2 milliseconds, then tile total time would be:

total time = 4 x 0.002 seconds
= 0.008 seconds

For the note you sang:

total time =

(d) Now calculate the frequency of the note you sang
by dividing the number of cycles by the total
time.

frequency = cycles
seconds

* If you find this difficult, you may wish to try a
tonette or recorder.
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Optional Experiment

Using Your Microphone

Session 4

1. Does your microphone work better if you talk into the
inside of the box or to the back of the box? Can you
think of any reasons why?

2. Hold the box against a wall or door and have someone talk
on the other side of the wall or door. Can you hear the
person talking? Can you explain how you can hear througn
a wall?

3. Further Experiments You Can Try:

a. Can we use a sewing needle instead of a pencil rod?
Try it with the point down, then with the point up;
turn it to find spots of higher sensitivity.

b. See what happens if you use a pencil lead of a different
hardness (#1, #3, or #4). Split a pencil open
lengthwise with a razor blade to get out the lead.
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Session 4

Experiment #2

Diodes

Materials: 1 11N34A diode, 3 batteries, 3 battery holders
and clips, wire, 2 Fahnestock clips, 1 birthday
candle, and a box of matches.

1. A common type of diode suitable for use in crystal
radios is in a glass container with two wires, one
coming out of each of the narrow ends.

Inside this glass container is a small piece of germanium.
Touching the piece of germanium is a sharp wire.

piece of germanium

Any manufactured diodes which are like the Archer diode
#1N34A can be used for simple radios. The Archer diodes
you are using come in a package of 10 diodes for $ 0.99.

The electrical symbol for a diode is:

The direction in which a diode is pointing is sometimes
important. Work with the circuits below may suggest
to you some of the main properties of diodes. The
symbol

=I it
4str ipe

corresponds to a diode with its stripe to the right.

The symbol ---44111.3.83----

corresponds t : tte-
stripe
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Experiment #2 (continued)

2. Connect the circuits below. To the right of each
circuit, describe what happens to the light bulb.

a)

b)

c) Gently heat the diode with a candle flame.

What do you think a diode does in a circuit?
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II

Experiment #3

Building a Crystal Radio Set*

Session 4

tuning
plates

to ground

* Elementary Science Study, "Batteries and Bulbs II",
Webster Division of McGraw Hill, N.Y., 1974.



Experiment #3 (continued)

1. Winding A Coil

The tube from a roll of waxed paper or aluminum foil
is a good size for winding a coil on.

Punch two holes about 1/2" to 3/4" from each end of the
cardboard roll. Leave about 1 foot of wire at the end.
One person can hold and unwind the wire while the
second person twists the tube to wind the coil. If

you get tired, tape the coil to the cardboard and
rest your fingers for a while.

2. Radio Tuning Plates

To change stations on most radios, you turn a dial.
That dial is connected to tuning plates (variable
capacitor) inside the radio. Often these tuning plates
are pieces of metal, close together but not touching.
When you turn the dial, you bring them closer together
or further apart.

You can make tuning plates for a simple radio from
folded cardboard, using pieces of aluminum foil for the
metal plates and plactic wrap to keep the pieces of
foil from touching. To change stations with these
plates, squeeze the halves of the cardboard together
with more or less pressure. You will have to squeeze
the tuning plates flat to receive some,stations; for

other stations, the plates may have to be opened fairly
widely.
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Experiment #3 (continued)

a. Cut a piece of cardboard about 18" by 12". Use
a razor blade and zuler to slit the cardboard so
it is easy to fold. Do not cut all the way
through the cardboard.

b. Cut two pieces of aluminum foil 8" by 11". Bring
the foil to the instructor for spraying with
glue. Glue the two sheets of aluminum foil
to the inner side of the folded cardboard.

c. Take two paper fasteners touching the aluminum
foil and push them through the cardboard.

d. Take two sheets of plastic wrap and fold over the
foil, taping edges to the outside of the folded
cardboard. Attach Fahnestock spring clips with
the paper fastener.
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Experiment #3 (continued)

is

3. Attach five Fahnestock spring clips to your pine board
with the wood screws, as shown below.

13=1

111111111flMI1112111111

=11,

The coil can be held to the center of the board with
carpet tacks. Hook up your tuning plates, coil,
diode, and earphone as shown on the diagram on the
first page.

Attach your antenna wire and ground wire. Squeeze
you tuning plates together with various amounts of
pressure until you can hear a station.

4. The Circuit Diagram of Your Radio

Looking down directly above it, your radio might look
something like this:

tuning
plates

diode

ground 209

earphone



Experiment #3 (continued)

The view from above can be translated into an electrical
diagram in which the symbols and straight lines are
used to represent parts of the radio and wire:

2110

antenna

groundI
diode ---181119,_

tuning plates

earphone



Materials for Home Activity #4

For the home activity this week, take home

- the radio you built in class

- earphone

- 3 Fahnestock clips

- diode

Bring all materials, including your radio, to class next week.
In addition, bring from home:

- a screw driver.
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Home Activity 4

II. Antennas and Grounds -1-

Finding the Best Antenna and Ground in Your Home

lir

A necessary part of any radio receiver is the antenna.
Most pocket portable and electric house radios have their
antennas built into them. Almost always, a simple radio
like the one you built, requires an external antenna in
order for you to receive voices and music loud enough
to hear. The better the antenna you use, the louder the
sound,and the larger the number of stations you will get.

Almost any long wire or large piece of metal can be
used as an antenna: metal window frames, screws on light
switches, finger stops on telephones, TV antennas,
very long wires laid on the 2loor, let out of a window,
or taped to a wall, metal desks or chairs, drain pipes
(sandpapered at the place where wires from the radio are
connected), intercom buttons, metal cabinets, wires
from a window to a tree, etc.. (Note: Be sure not
to touch wall outlets or lamp sockets.)

-I_A wire which is connected from an electrical device
(radio, telephone, telegraph, etc.) to a water faucet,
a drain pipe, a radiator, or any other piece of metal

7 that leads eventually into the earth,is a grounding wire.
The metal itself is a ground.

For the simple radio you built in class and for the
radios suggested in this home activity packet, a grounding
wire is little more than an additional antenna. In
other electrical work,a ground acts as a protection
against shock.

An Antenna-Finder (and a Very Simple Radio)

One possible way to test things in your home to
see if they make usable antennas is to use the "antenna-
finder" pictured on the next page. When you hold one
of the end clips in your hand, your body becomes part
of the electrical circuit -- a human antenna or ground.

Try the antenna finder on metal objects, long
wires, and any other things listed above which may turn
out to be useful as an antenna or ground. Listen
carefully for faint voices or music. The objects which
produce the loudest sounds will make the best antenna
or ground for your radio.
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The Antenna-Finder

earphone

4pp =15.
ihr

;00
diode diode fahnestock clip

earphone
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Home Activity 4 (continued)

After you have found the best antenna and ground in
your home, connect your radio to these objects. How
many stations can you receive? How far apart are they in
broadcasting frequency? Try tuning your radio during the
day and in the evening. Does the time of day make a
difference in the number of stations you can receive?
Can you think of any reasons why?

II. Some Experiments With Your Radio

Once you have found a good antenna and ground in
your home, you may want to try some of the following
experiments.

1. What happens if you disconnect the antenna wire?

2. What happens if you disconnect the ground wire?

3. What happens if you take out the diode?

4. What happens if you take out the coil?

5. What happens if you take out the tuning plates?

6. You could try making tuning plates of different sizes
(very large and very small). What effect do different
size tuning plates have on the number of stations
you can receive and the quality of the sound?

7. Do two earphones, one for each ear, improve your radio?

8. If you put a battery (1.5 volts) into your radio,
perhaps between the earphone and the diode, will
your radio work better?
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Home Activity 4 (continued)

III. Other Radio Circuits

You may wish to design or invent other simple radio
circuits. Here are some circuits you could try.

1. Simple radios

rims,
WIMP

2. Connect an antenna-finder to a coil, tuning plates,
and an antenna:

Does this radio work if you reverse one of the diodes?
Both of the diodes?
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Home Activity 4 (continued)

3. If you wind another coil and make another tuning
plate, you can connect two simple radios together.
(You can buy wire at all electronics shops. The
least expensive wire can be found at Ax Man Surplus
and Acme Electronics Inc.)

=MEM_

Does this radio work better than a single radio?



Home Activity 4 (continued)

IV. A Small Box Radio

aluminum foil and plastic wrap
glued to piece of cardboa

Circuit Diagram

paper
fastener
under
plastic
wrap

aluminum foil glued to the
inside front of the box
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How Does a Radio Work?

We have seen that a current-carrying wire has a magnetic
field around it (Oersted effect). We have also seen that a
changing magnetic field across a wire will induce a current in
the wire (Faraday's electromagnetic induction). These two
effects explain how a radio works.

Imagine a circuit with a long wire, a transmitter antenna.
The current in the antenna wire is made to oscillate, or flow .

first in one direction, then in the oppostie direction. A
magnetic and electric field is formed around the wire, which
changes in both strength and direction. These oscillating
electric and magnetic fields propagate through space in all
directions, and are called electromagnetic waves. Electro-
magnetic waves travel at the speed of light7-M,000 miles/second.

The electromagnetic wave from the transmitter antenna will
cut across a second long, vertical wire some distance away,
the receiver antenna. When this happens, a small current is

induced in the receiver circuit. This current will oscillate
in the same pattern as the original current in the transmitter

antenna. The current at the transmitter can be made to
oscillate in the same pattern as voice or music by using a

microphone. At the receiver, the induced current can be

amplified and used to drive a loudspeaker. A loudspeaker is
similar to a telephone receiver. The alternating current
passing through coils around a magnet causes a diaphragm to
vibrate in the same pattern as the original sound spoken into
the microphone.

The Transmitter

Unfortunately, the amplified audio current from a microphone
cannot be used to transmit eaectromagnetic waves. The frequency
of audio current is between 15 and 10,000 cycles per second.
The electromagnetic waves generated at these frequencies are
very weak, and are quickly absorbed by air and other objects.
The transmitting antemas would have to be 4 to 10 miles long
to effeciently transmit these frequencies. Moreover, all
transmitters would operate at the same frequency range, and
therefore signals from different stations could not be

separated at the receiver.

These problems are overcome by superimposing the audio
signal on a high-frequen radio carrier signal (see Diagram I).

Radio carrier r ,quencies range from about 550,000 cycles/second
(550 kilocycles or 55 on 'our radio dial) to about 1,500,000
cycles/second (1,500 kilocycles or 150 on your radio dial).

At these frequencies, with transmitting antennas ranging
from 160 to 450 feet, electromagnetic waves can be transmitted

with maximum efficiency. Moreover, each radio station can
broadcast at a different carrAer frequency with minimum
interference.
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How Does A Radio Work? (continued)

The effect of mixing audio signals with a radio frequency
carrier signal is to increase or decrease the amplitude of
the radio frequency carrier wave in accordance with the
variations of the sound or audio frequency. The variations
in the audio frequency current are very slow compared with
the variations of the radio frequency carrier current. A
single flucuation of the audio current corresponds to a laige
number of cycles of the carrier current. Therefore, the carrier
wave has an "envelope" with the same shape as the audio
frequency wave, as shown in Diagram I. This process is called
amplitude modulation or AM radio broadcasting.

The Receiver

Many combined carrier and voice signals are received by
an antenna of a radio receiver. To select a signal, the radio
receiver must be tuned to the carrier frequency. An inductance
coil and a variable capacitor are used to do this. When you
turn your radio dial to different settings you are increasing
or decreasing the air space between the capacitor plates.
At different settings, the tuning circuit will respond to only
certain carrier frequencies.

The selected signal is then sent through a detector. In
the development of radio systems, a variety of detectors were
successfully used, including crystal detectors and vacuum tube
detectors. Today most detectors are diodes or transistors.
A diode will allow current to flow in one direction only.
Thus, a diode "recties" the modulated signal, eliminating
the negative half of the wave, so the wave pulses are all in
one direction (see Diagram II). There is now a direct current
signal which is made up of the carrier and the audio signal.
By passing the signal through a filtering device, the carrier
part of the rectified wave is removed and only the audio
signal remains. The audio signal can be sent directly to
earphones, or amplified and used to drive a loudspeaker.
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Amplitude Modulated and Rectified Patterns

Experiment #1

Session 5

1. Tune in a radio station with your set. Remove the earphones
and connect the oscilliscope probe as shown below. Turn
the time/division (horizontal gain) knob between 10p and
2m seconds and the volts/division (vertical gain) between
0.1 and 1 volts, until you see a clear wave pattern.

Probe

Oscilloscope

Draw a picture of the waveform you see on the oscilloscope
face. This type of waveform is called "amplitude
modulated".

2. To see the radio frequency better, turn the sec/div knob
to 111. You can measure the frequency of your radio
station by counting the number of complete cycles and the
number of time divisions. Turn your time position knob
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Experiment #1 (continued)

so a peak lines up with a vertical line on the screen.
Then count the number of divisions to a second peak
which lines up with a vertical line on the screen.

4 Cycles

II

For example, in the picture above there are four complete
cycles in three divisions, or in three microseconds
(0.000003 seconds) . This radio station would be
broadcasting at a frequency of

f = 4 cycles
3 x 0.000001 sec

= 1.33 cycles
0.000001 sec

= 1,330,000 cycles/sec

This is radio station KSJN broadcasting at 1,300
kilocycles or 133 on your radio dial.

Calculate the broadcasting frequency of the radio station
you are listening to.
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Experiment #1 (continued)

1. Connect the oscilloscope probe to your radio as shown
below.

Probe

Oscilloscope

=OW

If the waveform is not showing on your screen, adjust
the volts/div position knob until you see the waveform.
Draw a picture of the waveform you see.

As you discovered earlier, a diode only lets current flow
in one direction in a circuit. The diode in your radio
cut off the negative half of the current, leaving
only the positive amplitude modulated waveform. This
process is called "rectification". The earphone will
respond to the direct current fluctuating as the voice
wave flucuates.
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Optional Experiment

A Transistor in Your Radio

Session 5

There cre two common types of transistors call PNP and
NPN. The three wires ofa transistor lead into parts of the
transistor called the "collector", the "base", and the
"emitter".

PNP NPN

b--
base

For the radio shown below, the differences among these
parts are unimportant. However, when a battery is in the
same circuit, the different leads must be connected in a
certain order for PNP and NPN transistors.

Attaching a transistor to your radio:

Does a transistor sound different from a diod in your radio?
How?
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I. Introduction

Experiment 4t2

Building an Audio Amplifier

Session 5

For our amplifier, we will use an LM386 integrated
circuit (IC) audio amplifier. The LM386 is a power amplifier
designed for use in low voltage consumer applications
(e.g. radio or tape player amplifiers, intercoms, TV
sound systems, line drivers, ultrasonic drivers, small
servo drivers, and power converters) . The gain is
internally set at 20 to keep external part count low, but
the addition of an external resistor and capacitor between
pins 1 and 8 will increase the gain to any value up to 200.

Equivalent Schematic and Connection Diagrams:

Amplifier With Gain = 120
0.22pF

gain

-input

+input

GND

gain

7-- bypass

5-- V
source

V
out



Audio Amplifier -- Parts and Connections

- 1 pine board 51/2" x 8" - 1 2201AF 16V capacitor (axial)

- 12 Fahnestock clips - 2 10 I.1F 25V capacitors (axial)

- 1 8-pin IC socket - 1 0.1 ,AF 50V capacitor (mylar)

- 1 LM386 Audio Amp - 1 0.22MF 50V capacitor (mylar)

- 1 6V t-attery - 1 10 .n. kW resistor

- 1 bitspeaker - 1 100 a kW resistor

- 1 10 K resistor pot

capaci tor 100 Jl, resistor

(10 F) (brownblackbrown)

141

capacitor

101(
8

(0.22A F)

4/
104.11, resistor

LI
c

capaci tor
apaci tor

(brownblackblack)
(0.1 F)

(220 A F)

vari ab e resistor

(10K pot)
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Experiment #2 (continued)

2. Building the Speaker Holder

Materials: 8x/speaker, three 115" nails, 2 pine boards,
4 wood screws

Nail the two boards together. Screw the speaker onto the
vertical board, as shown in the diagram below.

3. Building the Amplifier Board

511

6"

2" of 2 V
hole

Materials: 8" pine board, 12 Fahnestock clips, 12 #6 wood
screws, 8-pin IC socket, LM386 IC audio amplifier,
220 itA F capacitor, two 10 tAF capacitors, 0.1
capacitor, 0.22 pAF capacitor, 104-1 resistor, 100 resistor,
short wire, and a 10KJ1 resistor pot.

(a) Screw the Fahnestock clips onto the board, as
shown in the diagram.

(b) Connect the ground wire and the electronic components
as shown. Be sure you have the + and - ends of
the capacitors connected correctly. Also, be
sure you do not confuse the 10.11 and 10011 resistors.,

4. Connecting the Amplifier, Radio Speaker, and Battery.

Materials: crystal radio receiver, amplifier board,
speaker, and 6V battery.

Use your earphone to tune a station. Disconnect the ear-
phone and connect your amplifier board, speaker, radio,
and battery as shown in the diagram. Turn the 10K./1
resistor pot to adjust the loudness.

If your amplifier does not work,

(a) check all electronic connections

(b) check to see if radio is still tuned to a station

(c) check your speaker and battery

(d) check the IC (exchange for another)
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Experiment #2 (continued)

Connecting Your Amplifier to Your Radio, Speaker, and Battery

to tuning p1ateL4
o antenna

to ground

capaci tor 100A resistor

(10m F) (brown-black-brown)

Speaker

10J1. resistor oopoci or capaci tor

(brown-black-black)
(0.14F) (22° if F)

variable resistor

(10K pot)
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//
microphone

AM RADIO TRANSMITTER

Audio Frequencies

15 15,000 cycles/sec

Amplifier

Radio Freq.

Oscillator

Modulator

Radio Frequencies

OHM MI II i

550,000

Session 5
Transparency fil

Amplitude

Modulated

,500,000 cycles/sec
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"envelope"



AM RADIO RECEIVER

Amplitude Modulated

MOEN

(
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Speaker

Audio Freq

Amplifier

Detector

Session 5

Transparency #2

41\1\1\\6\

Rectified

Fi 1 ter

Audio
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HOW TO CONNECT YOUR OSCILLOSCOPE TO YOUR RADIO

Session 5

Transparency #3
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A TRANSISTOR AS ANT AMPLIFIER

Collector

Base

44

Control

Circuit

Microphone

Session 5
Transparency #4

Emitter

Working

Circuit

11111.1

1=01

Speaker--N

Battery
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AMPLIFIER BOARD

capacitor 100Aresistor

(10AF) (brown-black-brown)

rai go. A

capacitor

0(0.22AF)

111111111111111
IC kis

glib

lOaresistor
1

capaci6" capacitor

(brown-black-black)
(0.1./lF)

(220,f(F)

variable resistor

0 (10K pot)
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a AUDIO AMPLIFIER

0.22AF

10AF

Session 5
Transparency #6

220-11F

to
radird 4

10K pot
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